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SUMMARY
Digitîü. transmission of information is finding an ever-increasing 
number of applications in the land-mobile radio service. There is a 
possibility that in the long term, due to the increasing demand for 
mobile radio channels, their bandwidths will be reduced to 5kHz.
A digital minimum shift keying (MSK) modulation scheme is 
proposed in this work for neirrow band digital mobile radio 
transmission. The design and implementation of an MSK modulator cuid 
coherent and noncoherent demodulators are given. Their structure is 
highly flexible and can accommodate a wide range of medium digital 
transmission rates. The demodulators were tested for the 
transmission of 2.4kblt/sec in simulated typical land-mobile radio 
transmission conditions. The results of these tests favoured the use 
of the noncoherent demodulator for this type of application.
Achieving spectrum efficiency in this proposed scheme relies on 
postmodulation filtering of the MSK signal. A polcur loop VHP 
trêmsmitter was tested for high efficiency linear power amplification 
of the MSK signal. It proved its validity for this type of 
application.
A digital clock recovery circuit su it cible for use in mobile rewlio 
conditions has also been built and tested. The principles of the 
circuit operation and its implementation are discussed.
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It cannot be over-stated that mobility is the life-blood of 
modern civilisation. Therefore, there has been an ever increasing 
need for quick and reliable mobile communication to provide transfer 
of Information amd co-ordination between closely related activities 
being performed at widely sepairated and for most of the time 
non-stationary locations.
The most widespread requirements for mobile communication result 
from land mobile users. Examples of land mobile users' activities 
for which the importance of communications is becoming paramount are: 
public safety and emergency use by police, firemen and ambulances, 
land transportation by taxis, buses and trucks, dispatching and 
reporting of commercial vehicles and mobile telephony for government 
executives, doctors and businessmen.
The increase in demand in the past for mobile radio channels in 
the United Kingdom and throughout the industrialised world, coupled 
with the advance in communications technology, has led to a steady 
decrease in the channels bandwidth from lOOkHz in the 1950s to the 
present day situation. In the UK, channels bandwidth at the present 
time is 12.5kHz in the VHF band (68-174MHz) and 25kHz in the UHF band 
(425-470MHZ), with 12.5kHz Channels spacing being gradually 
introduced to the UHF band.
The average annual growth in the use of land mobile radio in the
1.
UK has been projected to be 10% per annum until the year 200ot^^. 
This is a conservative estimate and the growth is likely to be higher, 
especially when new services, like data transmission, become 
available thus attracting new users.
A short term strategy to meet this predicted increcise in demand 
is to provide the users with means for a more efficient and versatile 
exploitation of existing channels. In the long term, the problem 
should be addressed by increasing the number of mobile radio 
channels. This will be accomplished either by vastly icreasing the 
bands of the frequency spectrum assigned for land mobile radio 
applications, or by reducing the channel bandwidth thus accc»nmodating 
far more users in the Scune allocated bands. The latter is the most 
likely approach, as demand on the frequency spectrum is increasing by 
all radio ccmununication users. Research is currently being carried 
out to reduce channel bcindwidth to 6.25-5kHz vdiile still using 
analogue modulation techniques (eg. single side-band, SSB, euid narrow 
band frequency modulation, FM).
At the present time land mobile radio users rely mainly on voice 
communication. Digital transmission of information Ccui provide 
possible means to meet short as well as long term objectives.
Many routine messages, like vehicle location, identification and 
status, can be tramsmitted in less time when using a digital format. 
Furthermore, these messages can be stored and transmitted 
automatically when the channel is clear, thus allowing greater 
utilisation of the mobile radio channel and thereby reducing the 
demand for additional frequency allocation. In addition, digital
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transmission provides mobile radio users with services which 
otherwise could not be made available. Examples of these are: 
availability of permanent records when printers are used, display of 
maps and still pictures, and direct access at terminals mounted in 
vehicles for data stored in computer banks. Finally, transmitting
speech in digital form offers an excellent opportunity for 
implementing different levels of voice security. This is of a great 
inportance for some groups of users, eg. police, government 
executives, security agencies, ... , etc.
As a result of the versatility offered by adopting data 
transmission in mobile radio communication, a fleet operator may find 
that he needs only one channel to accommodate the same number of 
mobile units that required two voice channels.
In the long term, transmission of speech in digital form can 
offer an alternative for mobile radio voice communication in reduced 
channel spacing. In recent years considerable progress han been made 
in eliminating redundancy in speech so that it can be transmitted at 
reduced bit rates. speech coding research in topics like linear 
predictive codingC^] have achieved bit rates of 4.8kbit/sec while 
maintaining intelligibility amd a reasonaüDle quality of speech. Bit 
rates of 2.4kbit/sec have also been considered t ̂ 3 and results 
regarding voice quality and intelligibility are promising.
Given that the current trend in speech coding research amd 
aidvances in integrated circuit fabrication technology will continue, 
it is reasonable to predict that in the next decade 2. 4kbit/sec 
speech processors may become available. This will ultimately allow
3 .
establishing voice communications in much reduced land mobile radio 
channel spacings, depending on the technique adopted to digitally 
modulate the transmitted carrier frequency.
The obvious short and long term gains generated by introducing 
digital transmission in land mobile radio channels have prompted the 
search for suitable digital modulation techniques.
Until now amalogue frequency modulation (FM) hais been the
standard modulation technique used in mobile radio voice 
communication at frequencies above 30MHz. Therefore, until recently 
research has focussed on digital modulation techniques which can be 
integrated in existing FM radio equipments. Consequently, subcarrier 
digital modulation, where the digital information modulates am audio 
tone termed a sub-carrier which is subsequently treated as an
analogue signal at the transmitter, has been considered. At the 
receiver the signal is processed for digital information (ie. data) 
recovery at the output of the FM demodulator. Although this approach 
is attractive because it offers compat ibi lity with existing 
equipments, it uses the availed)le frequency spectrum inefficiently. 
The stemdard bit rate recently adopted in the UK for the transmission 
of data using subcarrier digital modulation of mobile FM radio
equipments is 1.2kbit/sec in the 12.5kHz channelsl^]. This 
represents a digital transmission efficiency - defined here as the 
ratio of the trcmsmitted bit rate to the mobile radio channel 
bandwidth - of 0.1. In this research work it is demonstrated that by 
using a direct digital modulation scheme the transmission efficiency 
cam be increased to more than 0.48 while still meeting the
regulations laid down for analogue transmission with regard to
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out-of-band raidiation (-70dB) and maintaining a guard-band of 3.5kHz 
at 12.5kHz chaume 1 spacing amd 7kHz at 25kHz.
Keeping in mind the possible reduction in land mobile radio 
chamnels bandwidth to 5kHz and the bit rate needed for satisfactory 
digital speech transmission to 2.4kbit/sec in the coming decade, it 
wau9 decided to search for a spectrally efficient digital modulation 
scheme suitable for operation in the lamd mobile rauïio channel 
environment which meets the above objectives. However, as these cam 
be considered as long term objectives it was also decided that the 
chosen scheme should also be capable of operating in the existing 
chamnels in parallel with analogue techniques. This will provide 
today's mobile radio users with alternative digital chamnels 
operating at medium speeds (6kbit/sec in 12.5kHz channels) to meet 
the short term ends offered by the user of data tramsmission.
Any data transmission scheme in land mobile raidio will have to 
operate under extremely hostile conditions, suffering from the 
combined impairments of signal fading due to multipath propagation 
and shadowing, ignition noise interference amd co-chamnel 
interference resulting from frequency re-use schemes. The 
chairacteristics of typical land-mobile raidio channels are discussed 
in Chaipter 2. Different narrow band digital modulation systems are 
studied in Chaipter 3 and their performamces in typical chamnel 
conditions are analysed and compared.
Based on this compaucison it will be shown that direct (ie. the 
data signal directly modulates an RF carrier) minimum shift keying 
(MSK) is the most suitable candidate for digital tramsmission in lamd
5.
mobile radio. The practical implementation of an MSK modulator and a 
coherent and noncoherent demodulators will be explained in Chapter 4 , 
The modulator and demodulator were implemented bearing in mind they 
should work on bit rates higher than 2 . ̂ cbit/sec if required. 
Because of the amalogue and digital signal processing needed to 
recover the reference signals from the received modulated signal amd 
to perform the data recovery operation, the coherent demodulator hais 
a considerably more complicated structure than the noncoherent 
demodulator.
The results of a wide range of meausurements caorried out to study 
the performamce of both demodulators in simulated lamd mobile rau3io 
typical tramsmission conditions will be amalysed in Chapter 5. 
Although the coherent demodulator performs better tham the 
noncoherent in static (ie. non-fading conditions), it does not do so 
when the tramsmitted signal is subjected to mobile radio tramsmission 
conditions. Therefore, because of this amd its simplicity, the 
noncoherent demodulator will be recommended for mobile raidio 
applications. Furthermore, the noncoherent demodulator can double aus 
am amalogue FM detector.
Highly efficient clams C power amplifiers are used in mobile 
radio analogue FM transmitters because the resultant FM signal has a 
constant envelope. To keep the high power efficiency auSvamtage, 
recent research on digital modulation techniques for lamd mobile 
radio applications have focussed on those which have minimum 
out-of-band radiation, while maintaining the constamt envelope 
property. These techniques exclude the use of post modulation 
filtering because it leads to the generation of amplitude
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fluctuations in the originally constant envelope signal. if the 
filtered signal is passed through a nonlinear device (eg. Clams c 
power amplifier) its spectrum side bands which have been removed by 
the filter will be reintroduced, thus causing out-of-bamd radiation. 
Therefore, research ham concentrated on precise forms of 
premodulation filteringC*] or the use of partial response 
signalling[5*G]. Both cames lead to a much more complicated 
modulator structure as compaured to the MSK one discussed here, and 
only relatively complicated coherent demodulators can be used to 
detect the signal at the receiving end with am acceptable error rate 
versus signal to noise ratio performamce.
Fortunately a new technique, of power amplification, named the 
polar loop tramsmitter, has been developed at the University of Bath 
which achieves extremely lineaur performamce while maintaining the 
same efficiency of Clauss c a m p l i f i e r 3. This tramsmitter wam 
originally designed for use with analogue single side band (SSB) 
modulated signals amd involves adding an integrated IF signal 
processing circuit to a stamdaird Class C VHF or UHF power amplifier.
Therefore, it wam decided to use post modulation filtering as a 
simple way of achieving spectrum efficiency amd the polaur loop 
tramsmitter to accomplish highly efficient linear power 
amplification. The results of tests have shown that the transmitter 
is suitable for this type (MSK) of digital modulation.
In amy data communication system, correct timing (ie. clock) 
signal is a prerequisite for successful operation. The timing signal 
serves two functions: controlling the integrate and dump (if used)
7.
and sampling operations performed on the demodulated base bamd signal 
to recover the data and maintain synchronisation ( ie. bit integrity ) 
between the transmitted and received data for correct decoding.
The clock recovery process is ccmplicated in the land mobile 
radio transmission because of fading which leads to the total loss of 
the received signal from time to time. The bit integrity may be 
achieved in this type of environment by the repeated transmission of 
a synchronisation word. However, the word itself can be lost during a 
deep fsLde which results in a corrupt reception of data even when the 
signal has recovered frcxn the fade, until another synchronisation 
word is received. Hence, this word should be repeated over short 
intervals amd consequently the data throughput will become very low. 
Therefore, the clock recovery circuit must be able to maintain bit 
integrity when the received signal is lost for as long as the 
transmitter and receiver clock oscillator's stabilities can possibly 
offer, ie. it should have as small as practically possible locking 
bandwidth. On the other hand, in order to accomplish rapid phame 
locking after a deep faule, the circuit locking bandwidth should be 
large.
A digital clock recovery circuit %^ich cam achieve these opposing 
requirements has been implemented and tested for a transmission rate 
of 2.4kbit/sec. The analysis of its operation amd the practical 
realisation will be explained in Chapter 4. This recovery circuit is 
capable of maintaining bit integrity during deep fade intervals equal 
to or smaller than 20 seconds, given a total oscillators stabilities 
of ±10 parts per million (ppm). The circuit can eamily be programmed 
to work over higher bit rates.
8.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LAND MOBILE RADIO CHANNEL ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Introduction
In any radio communication system the physical environment 
defines propagation and interference characteristics and hence the 
channel impairments. In a typical lamd mobile raulio application one 
terminal of the communication system, the bauae station, is stationaury 
with its amtenna positioned high above the average surrounding 
terrain, on top of a building or a hill, with as few obstructions 
close to it au9 physically possible. The other terminal, at the 
vehicle, is mobile with its antenna usually about 1 . 5 - 2  metres above 
the local ground amd with all sorts of close surrounding 
obstructions. These cam be buildings of different heights amd sizes, 
or other vehicles all in the vicinity of the mobile terminal.
The tramsmission path between the baise station and the mobile 
terminal is raurely ever line-of-sight, especially in urbam 
environments, and usually is a composite of mamy scattering amd 
reflected paths. The random phaise and amplitude of each scatter path 
wave contributes to the composite wave, thus creating a standing wave 
pattern through which the vehicle moves. This standing wave pattern, 
apart from the influence of other (especially large) vehicles within 
the immediate vicinity, cam be considered am quami-stationary over 
short travelled distances.
If the received signal strength is monitored, the most 
noticeable effect of multip>ath propagation is the rapid fluctuation
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of the received signal level as the vehicle moves through the 
standing wave pattern. Fig 2.1(c) shows a typical record in an urban 
environment of the signal level at the input to a mobile receiver over 
a short distance in the order of tens of the carrier wave length. The 
fluctuations are rapid and occasionally deep around an almost 
constant local mean. This is known as short-term fzuling. This 
short-term rapid fading Coui also occur in suburban and rural 
au:easH3. in suburbsm environments conditions can change rapidly 
from virtually constant signal conditions on streets that are radial 
to the transmitter, to fast deep fading on streets that are 
perpendicular to it. Patches of short term rapid fading also occur in 
rural areas, where the local obstructions are isolated farm 
buildings, high hedgerows, trees and telegraph poles, etc. CH.
When the signal is observed over much further distances, in the 
order of hundreds of carrier wavelength, it can be seen from 
Figs 2.1(a) and (b) that superimposed over the rapid fading the local 
mean signzil level exhibits relatively slow and shallow variations. 
This long-term fading is created by the presence of tall buildings 
and hills idiich cause shadowing and diffraction of the radiated 
signal. Furthermore, as the vehicle travels away from the base 
station, the mean received signal strength was shown[2,3] to 
approximately follow an inverse fourth power depending on distance.
In addition to impairments due to propagation characteristics, 
there êire others caused by interference. The major source of 
interference in the mobile-radio environment is radio emission from 
sparks in vehicles' ignition systems. Other, and usually more 
controllable, forms of interference are co-channel and adjacent
11.
channel Interference. The first is caused by an interfering waveform 
appearing within the signal bamdwidth. The latter refers to 
interference in one channel arising from spillover from an auijacent 
chamnel.
The combined effects of the above environmental conditions will 
govern the performance of amy digital modulation system. They are 
discussed in detail amd their influence on digital tramsmission is 
evaluated in the remainder of this chapter.
2.2 Multipath Fading
Fig 2.2 illustrates a typical arramgement for the signal 
arriving at the mobile receiver. This model amd the subsequent 
aunalysis assume that the tramsmitter amd receiver amtennas are 
vertically polairised and omnidirectional, ie. they have uniform gain 
in all directions. In most situations, especially in urban 
environments, the line of sight component is small or non-existent. 
The received signal is conposed of the summation of a large nummber of 
reflected amd scattered horizontal plame waves arriving at the mobile 
antenna with random amplitudes and arrival angles. The statistics of 
the signal level aurising from this situation were initially studied 
by OssanaC*]. His study was confined to a reflection model. Later 
G i l b e r t s t u d i e d  some special causes of a more general scattering 
model. Finally Clarke[^3 proposed the most widely accepted model, 
which is discussed in detail here.
The starting assumption in Clarke's model is that the total 
field at the mobile receiver at amy location is mau3e up of the 
summation of am infinite number of horizontally travelling plane
12.
waves having raundom amplitudes amd angles of arrival, and that their 
phauses are uniformly distributed over O to 27r. The amplitude amd 
phaise of each wave are statistically independent. This assumption 
largely agrees with the physical situation shown in Fig 2.2.
Fig 2.3 shows the nth component received at the vehicle amtenna. 
The XY plane is aussumed horizontal and the vehicle is moving with 
uniform velocity v in the X direction. The doppler frequency shift in 
the nth wave introduced by the vehicle motion cam be expressed am*
V
2rrfn - Znfg — cosa„ . . . (2.1)
where f^ is the cairrier frequency, is the angle between the
received wave amd the direction of motion amd C is the free space 
propagation constamt (3 x 10® metre/sec). The maximum doppler shift, 
fp, is ± fc (v/c), which is very much less tham the carrier 
frequency.
The field component. Eg, arriving at the mobile amtenna, cam be 
written aus:
00
* '̂ o ^ cos(ü>ct + Wnt + 4>n) . . .  (2.2)
n—1
where <|>n is the phaise amgle of nth wave and cam have a value between o 
and 2tr with equal probability. The amplitude of the nth field wave is 
given by E^c^, where E© is the mean amplitude amd is a ramdom
coefficient smaller than unity. The amplitude coefficients are 
normalised so that their ensemble average is equal to unity, ie*
00
E <  > ' 1n*l
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Finally, the frequency of nth component is given by (f^ + fn)*
The field component Eg may thus be described as a narrow bcuid 
Gaussian process, in agreement with the central limit theory.
Recalling the assumption made at the beginning of the amalysis 
on the receiver amtenna amd the travelling wave, the signal strength 
at the receiver input is directly proportional to the field strength. 
Hence it cam be e)q>ressed aust
00
V(t) - E cos(w^t + tù̂ t + 4>n)
n—1
amd will have the same statistical properties aus Eg(t). Following 
Rice[*̂ 3 in his analysis of narrow bamd ramdcxn Gaussian process, V(t) 
cam be rewritten aus*
V(t> - x(t)cosb>et - y(t)sinu0t 
where
00
x(t) - Vo E C„ cos(w^t + <t>n> 
n-1
00
y(t) - Vo E Cn sin(a>nt + 4>n) 
n-1
x(t) and y(t) are uncorrelated zero mean random Gaussian processes 
corresponding to the in-phause and quadrature components of V(t). X 
amd Y are their respective values at a fixed time instant t. They 
have equal variamce given by:
R — <X^> — <Y*> — -o 2
o
where R^^ is the mean signal power. Since X and Y are independent.
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their joint expectation <XY> is equal to zero.
Given that X and Y are Gaussian, they have a probability density 
function (PDF) of the form*
m^
1 2R^P(m) - "ZZZZ e o ... (2.3)
V2TfRô
where m * X or Y.
The envelope of the received signal, r, is given by*
r = yx̂  t Ŷ
Rice[^3 has shown that the PDF of the signal envelope, r, is expressed
as*
- O r < O . . .  (2.4)
Equation 2.4 is the well known Rayleigh PDF, hence the short-term 
fading is named Rayleigh fading. P(r) is illustrated in Fig 2.4.
The cumulative distribution defined as the probaibility that the 
received signal envelope is less than a certain level, R, is given 
by*






Eqn (2.5) is illustrated in Fig 2.5.
Further analysis carried out by jakesC®3 cuid Gans^^3, based on 
the CELlculation of the frequency power spectra of the fading signcLl 
has led to important e)q>ressions, which will be used later to study 
the effect of short term fading on digital modulation systems. The 
first expression gives the level crossing rate, NR, defined as the 
expected rate at which the xreceived signal envelope crosses a 
specified signcLl level R in the positive direction, and is given by*
R 2
N - V2n f —  e cxrossing/second . . . (2.6)R D «o
The second equation gives the average duration, t r , the envelope 
spends below a specific level R*
-  1
- —  ---------  seconds . . . (2.7)
^  fo V2n
Eqns (2.6) and (2.7) are illustrated in Figs 2.6 amd 2.7 for different 
values of fp. in both figures the horizontal axis gives the signal 
level in dB relative to its meam value.
An excamination of eqns (2.6) amd (2.7) reveals that N r  is 
directly propoxrtional to fjj. While tr is inversely proportional to 
it. Thus, during an average tramsmission period T, the average time
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the envelope spends below certain level R, given by NrTrT is 
independent of fg amd consequently the carrier frequency and the 
vehicle speed.
In most situations of mobile radio tramsmission, the Rayleigh 
model will give the best approximation for the received signal level 
statistics. Although it warn aussumed at the staurt of the amalysis that 
the number of close scatterers is very large, it has been s h o w n 3 
that as few as six sinusoidal waves with independently vauying ramdcxn 
phase will give a resultant vhose envelope closely follows Rayleigh 
statistics and whose phatse is uniformly distributed.
The agreement between the Rayleigh fading model amd field 
measurement of short-term signaLL strength in suburban aureas[^3 is 
shown in Fig 2.8. The horizontal axis is scaü.ed so that the Rayleigh 
cumulative distribution appeaurs as a straight line.
In s<xne physical situations the short-term signaU. level 
statistics frequently deviate from the Rayleigh model. If a 
line-of-sight path exists between the two transmission terminals, the 
received signal will be composed of a steady component plus a 
Rayleigh failing signal. In this case the signal level statistics 
will follow the Rice fading model 3, which depends on the ratio 
between the mean squaire vaLLue of the steady component amd fading 
signal. The extreme limits of Rice statistics occurs on one hand when 
the line-of-sight component becomes predominant and on the other hand 
when it becomes very small or nonexistent. The latter will lead to 
Rayleigh fading statistics, which represent the worst case situation.
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2.3 Random FM Noise
Because of multipath propagation as the vehicle moves through 
the fading pattern, the phaise of frequency components in the signal 
change with time in a random mamner. Thus, the instamtameous 
frequency of each conponent exdiibits a ramdom frequency modulation. 
This appears in the form of ramdom noise at the output of am FM 
demodulator, hence the process is termed random FM noise.
The received signal cam be expressed am 
]*(t)S(t) v( t )e
where v(t) represents the signal envelope amd ij/(t) its phause. The 
instamtameous frequency is given by the time derivative of vp(t), 
# t ). vp(t) is the term responsible for the random FM noise. The
statisticaLL properties of t ) have been studied by Jakes[*]. The




a  2 v %
1 + 2 2 n f D . . . (2 .8)
And its cumulative distribution function*
2
. . 1
P(\|; £ Ÿ) = — 1 + 2 2TTfD
. . . (2.9)
Eqns (2.8) and (2.9) are plotted in Figs 2.9(a) amd (b).
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The one-sided bauseband frequency power spectrum of random FM 
noise is shown in Fig 2 .10^®]. it is a monotonically decreasing 
function of frequency.
2.4 Frequency Selective Fading
So far the effect of multipath propagation on the level and 
phase of a single carrier frequency hausi been considered. When the 
carrier is modulated by a baeebamd signal it occupies a frequency 
bamd of width depending on the frequency spectrum of the modulating 
signal and the technique of modulation used. The tramsmission path 
lengths of the constituent waves which compose the resultant 
modulated message amd whose wavelengths are unequal, will be 
different. The different path lengths give rise to different 
propagation time delays. An impulse transmitted under such condition 
becomes a stretched pulse of width depending on the delay spread. 
This stretching of inqpulses will cause intersymbol interference in 
digital modulation systems if the bit period approaches the time 
delay spread.
The spread in time delays range from a fraction of microseconds 
to a few microseconds, depending on the type of environment. Longer 
delays spread are usually found in heavily build-up areasI®]. 
Leet^^J has concluded that for frequencies above 30MHz the delay 
spread is independent of the frequency. Typical measured values of 
time delays spread ramge from o.2jusec to 2^lBec in suburbam areas and 
from l^sec to 3/isec in urban areas [ ]
The existence of the different time delays in the various 
component paths that constitute the modulated signal causes the
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statistical properties of two components of different frequencies to 
become independent, ie. the f aiding phenomenon becomes frequency 
selective, if the frequency separation is lairge enough. The maximum 
frequency difference for which the signal envelope and phase 
statistics are still strongly correlated is called the coherence 
bandwidth of the radio tramsmission path. Fig 2.11 illustrates level 
and phauEie statistics correlation coefficients versus the product of 
the frequency difference and the time delay spread[12].
One common measure of coherence bamdwidth corresponds to the 
frequency sepauration when the signal level or phase correlation is 
0.5[9'12], It is obvious from Fig 2.11 that the coherence bandwidth 
based on phame statistics correlation is smaller tham that bamed on 
level statistics, ihus, in urbam environments the minimum coherence 
bamdwidth that satisfies 0.5 phase statistics correlation is 
aipproximately 26.5kHz, assuming a time delay spread of s^sec.
2.5 Long-Term Fading
The slow and shallow variations of the mean short-term signal 
level, known aua long-term fading, are illustrated in Pig 1(b). These 
are caused by reflection from and diffraction around distant 
scatterers amd by shaidowing, the obstacles being tall buildings and 
hills. Reudink[^2] has studied the behaviour of the short-term meam 
received signal level averaged over travelled distances of 10 to 20 
metres, ie. the long-term meam signal level. His study waug based upon 
experimental data collected by vaurious workers in both Japan and USA. 
He concluded that the probability density function of the long-term 
meam signal level, Rq , follows a log-normal distribution. Thus, 
P ( ^ )  cam be ejq>ressed ais:
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P (S o )  -  e ( l ° 9 * o  -  l o g R o ) : / 2 * :
V2n cr Rq
- O  R o < 0  . . . ( 2 . 1 0 )
Where
Ro - short-term mean signal level
Ro - . long-term mean signal level
cr = the standard deviation of Rq
The long-term mean signal level and standard deviation in eqn 
(2.10) depends upon bause auid mc^lle antenna heights, terrain 
irregulaurity, nature of the earth’s surface and size, construction 
amd density of buildings. R^ depends aus well on distance between the 
mobile receiver amd the bause station. in general it will decreaise 
more rapidly with distance as the receiver moves away from the bame 
transmitter. It seems to be well approximated by an inverse 
fourth-power dependence [2,3] on the distance between the base station 
amd the mobile receiver.
Prediction curves for the stamdard deviation (a), baused upon 
empiricaQ data collected by Okumura[2] and others aure shown in 
Pig 2.12. The increase in a is negligible for frequencies up to 
600MHz vdien it exhibits a more gradual but small increase.
2.6 Effect of Mobile Radio Propagation on Digital Modulation Systems
The commonly used measure of performance for digital modulation 
systems is the relationship between the probability of bit error, PE, 
and signal to noise ratio, y. Egressions giving the relationship
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between the two for different systems are well established. They are 
discussed in Chapter 3. They are calculated assuming a steady signal 
to noise ratio, no interference, and an ideal channel which does not 
Introduce frequency or phase distortion and the noise is additive 
white and Gaussiam. In the following the effects of mobile radio 
propagation impairments on the static probability of bit error Pe(y)s 
aure discussed.
2.6.1 Effect of Multipath Propagation
Because only narrow band digital modulation systems of 5kHz 
bandwidth are to be considered, the fading characteristics cam be 
assumed nonselective. This cam be justified by referring to 
Fig 2.11. In urbam environments the product of maximum time delay 
spread and a 5kHz frequency separation is less than 0.1. 
Consequently, the signail level amd phase statistics correlation 
coefficient will be very near to unity, certainly greater than 0.9.
The bit rate in such narrow chamnels is in the order of a few 
thousand bits per second, ie. the bit period is a fraction of a 
millisecond. This is a hundred times greater tham the delay spread 
esqperienced in any class of the mobile raidio environment. Hence, it 
can be stated that the received signal does not suffer from 
intersymbol interference, given that the transmitter amd receiver 
filters do not introduce amy.
The signal to noise ratio y at the demodulator input is directly 
proportional to the received signal level assuming that the mobile 
radio channel noise is additive white and Gaussian. Thus, y will have 
the same statistics as the received signal level.
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In this analysis, the level crossing rate given in eqn (2.6) is 
assumed to be less tham the message bit rate. Consequently, y cam be 
regarded effectively constamt during each symbol period, although 
varying over a long succession of bits.
Fig 2.13 illustrates a typical situation for the signal to noise 
ratio, y, of a fau3ing signal, the value y shown in the above figure 
will be crossed Ny times per second amd each fade below this level 
will laust an average of ry seconds. Ny and Ty aure obtained from 
eqns (2.6) amd (2.7) respectively by substituting and R* by y^
and y. Thus the fraction of total message time spent below y is equal 
to TyNy. This cam be repeated for the value y + Ay. The fraction of 
time spent between y and y + Ay is given by:
r N - T Ny+Ay y+Ay y y
-(y/yo) 1 - e
Ay
yo . . . (2.11)
Ay
The series e^qpression of e is:
Ay
yo 1 -
Ay 2 Ay 3
Ay . ~ y© - . " yo .




- ÿ~Limit e ° = 1 - —  . . . ( 2 . 1 2 )
Ay->0 ^
From (2.11) amd (2.12) the fraction of time spent at dy is equal to:
y
1
yo—  e dy
The number of errors during this time is given by:
y
Where dNg is the total numbroer of transmitted bits during the time 
spent at dy and P@(y)s the static probability of error at a signal 
to noise ratio y.
The total nuxnber of errors during an average transmission period 
can be found by performing a double integration on eqn (2.13). The 
first is with respect to Ng for all values of Ng between 0 and Ng, 
where Ng is the total numbmer of transmitted bits during an average 
transmission period. The second integration is with respect to y 
for all possible values between O and oo, ie:
y
total number of errors = [ | P (y) —  e dN dy
J J e' " s  yo Bs
o o
Y
. . . (2.14)
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The probability of error is defined as the total number of bits 
in error divided by the total number of transmitted bits in an average 
message. Thus, the probability of error under fading conditions 
Pe(y)D can be found directly from eqn (2.l4)i
® 1
Pe^y>D “ J ® Pg(y)8 dy . . .  (2.15)
O
The same expression in (2.15) was achieved in the past by 
different authors using a different approach. That warn averaging the 
steady-state error probability over the Rayleigh fading probability 
density function given by eqn (2.3).
Eqn (2.15) being independent of fg agrees with the previously 
stated fact that the average time spent below a certain signal level 
is independent of f^. The expression obtained in eqn (2.15) is used 
in the following chapter to calculate probability of error for 
different modulation techniques.
2.6.2 Effect of Random FM Noise
Random FM noise is a quantity independent of the signal strength 
as can be seen from the previous analysis. Hence, it contributes an 
irreducable probability of error. As has been shown earlier, random 
FM noise is inversely proportional to the ratio between baseband 
signal bandwidth and the maximum doppler shift. In digital 
modulation the baseband spectrum is directly proportional to the bit 
rate. Thus, it can be expected that the effect of random FM noise 
will become appreciable at low ratios of bit rate to maximum doppler shift,
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It is not possible to find a . general expression for the 
probability of error due to random FM noise as was the case in 
Rayleigh fading. The analysis will depend on the mechanism of 
demodulation and the result will vsury accordingly. Therefore, it
will be left until this is studied in the following chapter.
2.6.3 Effect of Long-Term Fading
Slow and shallow variations in the received short-term mean 
signal level which follow a lognormal distribution will put further 
constraints on the performance of digital modulation systems. 
Therefore, it is important for a system designer to estimate the 
degradation in system performance due to a composite probability 
distribution of the signal level derived from a short-term Rayleigh 
fading with superinposed long-term lognormal variations.
The degradation in performance may be measured by the increase 
needed in signal to noise ratio to maintain a constant probability of 
error (10"* in this case), with respect to the pure Rayleigh 
distribution against the increeise in standard deviation (a) of the 
lognormal distribution, a being the indication for deviation from 
pure Rayleigh distribution. The curve in Fig 2.14 was plotted under 
the above emsuiiptions. Recalling Fig 2.12, a in eui urban environment 
is between 5dB amd 6dB for frequencies below lOOOMHz, thus the 
degradation in system performzmce could be eiq>ected to be around 
7 to 8dB. The curve in Fig 2.14 warn plotted following the analysis 
carried out by Hansen amd cam be applied to any modulation
technique.
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2.7 Mobile Radio Interference
So far the inherent properties of mobile radio propagation and 
their effect on digital communication systems have been considered. 
There are other imposed environmental conditions which the 
transmission has to cope with. These are mainly man-made noise, 
especially ignition noise, co-channel interference and adjacent 
channel interference.
2.7.1 Ignition Noise
Autoroative ignition noise often dominates other noise sources at 
and above the VHP band, especially in urban a r e a s . The most 
serious ignition interference is due to one's own vehicle. This 
appears in a periodic waveform with irregular pulse amplitudes. This 
is clearly illustrated in Pig 2.15(b). it can be considerably 
attenuated by using different suppression techniques in the ignition 
system. The inproveroent is appreciated in Pigs 2.15(c) and (d). This 
set of figures was obtained in [16] by observing the received signal 
on a spectrum cuialyser. The centre frequency was chosen in a "quiet" 
part of the VHP bfuid around 80MHz.
Although a user can ensure suppression of his ignitionn system 
to a greater or lesser extent, he camnot expect other vehicles to be 
fitted with such components. The presence of other vehicles of 
differnt types moving with unequal speeds produces impulse trains 
which are random in period, amplitude and width. Often such impulses 
occur in groups with irregular group spacing. The duration of 
impulse groups vary from tens of microseconds to a few milliseconds. 
Within impulse groups individual impulses may have widths between 1 
and 5 nanoseconds and a repetition rate of 30 to 300Hz. These
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Impulses cam reach peaüc levels of 40dB aüx>ve normal receiver signal 
levels. The impulse levels depend on the traffic density amd may 
display l6dB daily variations. When pauased through the receiver IF 
filter the impulses are lengthened. The resultant length will be 
equal to the Inverse of IF filter bandwidth. However, assuming that 
ringing may occur, the length of this effect may be significantly 
longer.
2.7.2 Co-chamnel Interference
Because of the increausing demamd on mobile radio chamnels, 
system designers . have to allocate the same frequency bands to 
different users in different distant areas. This scheme is known as 
frequency re-use. The re-use distances aure influenced by the amount 
of co-chamnel interference. if a high level of interference cam be 
tolerated without seriously degrading the digital system performamce, 
then frequency re-use distances cam be reduced. The result will be a 
higher overall spectrum efficiency.
Thus, the chosen digital modulation system for mobile radio 
applications should have am equal or better resistance to co-channel 
interference compared with other systems. in Chapter 5 the 
degradation in probability of error performances of some digital 
modulation systems due to co-channel interference is compared.
2.7.3 Adjacent Chamnel Interference
Transmission in individual channels must be confined in definite 
frequency bamds so that neighbouring chamnels do not suffer from 
adjacent interference. This can be achieved by proper alignment of
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chamnels' frequency bamds within a geographical aurea, a narrow 
frequency spectrum at the modulator output, a minimum out of band 
radiation due to non-linearities in the transmitter power amplifiers, 
stable crystal oscillators amd proper filtering at the receiver 
input. The final line of defence cam be guard or deaul frequency bamds 
in between adjacent chamnels. This cam be expensive in terms of 
spectrum efficiency.
Even with the above precautions taken, adjacent Interference may 
occur due to instaü^illty in crystals controlling carrier frequencies 
of different channels or in some cases faulty equipment.
A well designed digital modulation system should have a narrow 
frequency spectrum Which falls shaurply to prevent spillover to the 
adjacent chamnels. The resultamt modulated signal envelope
fluctuation should be small to accommodate for reasonable 
non-linearities in tramsmitter power amplifiers. The modulation
mechanism should not affect the stability of carrier oscillator 
circuits. Finally, the system should be reasonably tolerant to 
adjacent channel interference.
This will ultimately leaid to better utilisation of the available 
frequency spectrum by reducing the frequency difference between 
adjacent channels.
2.8 Conclusion
The two most important impairments in mobile-radio data
transmission are short-term Rayleigh fading and ignition
interference. The first will cause burst of errors when the signal
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fades deeply. All digital modulation systems will be impaired. The 
most effective way to combat short-term fading is by the use of a 
diversity technique.
Errors due to ignition interference can be greatly reduced if 
proper VHF suppression in the ignition system of the operator vehicle 
is carried. unfortunately a considerable number of errors will be 
caused by other vehicles' ignition systems.
Random FM noise represents a lower bound in system design. As 
will be seen, some modulation techniques will perform better them 
others in the presence of FM noise. But in all cases the ratio 
between the doppler shift amd bit rate should be kept as small as 
practically possible.
Long-term fading will generally cause modest degradation in 
system performance compared with the short-term one. Its effect can 
be reduced by improving the area coverage.
Co-channel and adjacent channel interference are the only 
Impairments on which the designer can exercise full control. A well 
engineered system will reduce their effects and efficiently use the 
frequency spectrum at the same time.
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CHAPTER THREE 
NARROW BAND DIGITAL MODULATION SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
A carrier signal can be modulated with the data to be 
transmitted by varying one of its basic components. These are the 
amplitude, the phase and the frequency. Accordingly, digital 
modulation systems can be classified in three major groups. These 
are amplitude shift keying-ASK, phetse shift keying-PSK, and frequency 
shift keying-FSK.
Minimum shift keying-MSK ( also known as fast frequency shift 
keying) is unique in its properties. It can be viewed as a special 
case of the PSK or FSK families. Therefore, it will be discussed 
separately.
The advcuitage of using one modulation technique over the use of 
others depends on the nature of the application and the transmission 
media restrictions and impairments.
Because of the increasing demand for mobile radio channels in 
the UK, their bandwidth has been steadily decreamed from lOOkHz in 
the 1950s to 12.5kHz in the VHF band (68-l74MHz) and 25kHz in the UHF 
band (425-470MHz) at the present time, with 12.5kHz chamnels being 
gradually introduced to the UHF band. Furthermore, research is 
currently being carried out to reduce chamnel bamdwidth to 5kHz 
spacing, in addition, frequency re-use schemes are being employed in 
order to achieve a greater overall spectrum efficiency. Thus mobile
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radio channels can be described as being both band and power limited. 
The power limitation results from the need to minimise co-chamnel 
interference in frequency re-use schemes amd the limited power 
available to the transmitter/receiver at the vehicle.
Unfortunately spectrum efficiency amd power efficiency are two 
conflicting demands in digital modulation systems. Therefore, the 
final choice should be based on a ccxnpromlse between the two. other 
factors which should be taken into consideration aure error rate 
performamce in the presence of faiding amd random FM noise, effect of 
bamdllmiting on probability of error - PE - amd generation of 
amplitude fluctuations, performance degradation in the presence of 
co-chamnel amd adjacent chamnel interference amd acceptable 
complexity of practical realisation.
ASK warn one of the earliest forms of digital modulation used in 
wireless telegraphy because of its evident simplicity. If detected 
noncoherently (ie. by using envelope detector), the optimum decision 
threshold level is a function of the signal to noise ratio at the 
receiver amd ham to be awl justed continuously following chamges in 
received signal level. This is practically very difficult to achieve 
in a fading environment. If coherent demodulation is used, ASK does 
not offer amy aidvantage over FSK and PSK systems either in error 
performance or system implementation. Furthermore, to tramsmit 0.95 
of the modulated signal energy a bandwidth of 2 to 3 times the 
modulating data bit rate is needed compared to less tham one in the 
case of narrow bamd versions of PSK amd FSK.
For the above reamons, discussion of ASK systems will not
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proceed any further and attention is turned to PSK, PSK and MSK 
systems amd their variamts. These systems share two important 
featurest constant signal envelope (prior to post modulation 
filtering) and fixed decision threshold which make them potential 
candidates for use in mobile radio digital tramsmlssion.
Of all PSK, PSK and MSK variants, only those vdiich occupy a 
relatively naurrow bamd without a great sacrifice In power performance 
will be considered.
In recent yeaurs, a number of new modulation techniques have been 
suggested for potential use in mobile rauiio. Most of these cam be 
considered as vauriamts of MSK modulation. They achieve better 
spectrum efficiency, in the sense of lower out of band radiation, 
tham MSK. This is achieved with variable degrees of greater design 
complexity amd deterioration in bit error rate performamce amd
resistance to different types of interference amd impairments. The
most common of these systems will be discussed at the end of this
chapter.
3.2 Generation and power Spectral Density of PSK, PSK amd MSK
Systems
The general expression for a phause or frequency modulated 
carrier is:
Sc(t) - AcCos(2rrfct + *(t) + *o) . . .  (3.1)
where f^ amd are the amplitude, frequency amd initial phase at 
the staurt of modulation of the carrier respectively. <l>o can be 
assumed zero without loss of generality. 4>(t) is the term 
proportional to the modulating data. The form it takes determines
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and characterises the resultant modulation. Throughout this study 
the bameband modulating data format is aussumed polar binary 
non-retum to zero - KRZ.
Studying the power spectral density is important to evaluate 
bamdwidth efficiency of different techniques amd the proximity with 
which adjacent channels cam be located. in this section the 
different methods used in generating PSK, PSK amd MSK systems are 
discussed, together with their respective power spectral density 
functions - PSDP.
3.2.1 PSK Systems
The simplest form of PSK is binary PSK - BP5K. In BPSK <Kt) 
changes in discrete steps between O amd n depending on whether a mark 
(+1) or a space (-1) is being transmitted. Thus, the BPSK waveform 
can be written as:
SbpskC t ) “ a„Ac cos2TTfct n %  ± t ^ ( n+l ) %  . . . ( 3 . 2 )
where aĵ  represents the modulating data and is equal to ±1 depending 
on whether a mark (+1) or a space (-1) is being transmitted, Tĵ  is the 
bit period and n=*l ,2,3,... . Marks and spaces occur with equaCL
probabilities.
A simple BPSK modulator is shown in Pig 3.1. An arbitrary data 
stream and the equivalent BPSK waveform are shown in Pig 3.2.
The time domain multiplication operation performed on the 
carrier in the above modulator is equivalent to the well-known double 
sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation (DSB-SC). 
Therefore, the PSDP of BPSK is a linear frec[uency translation of the
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double sided baseband function. The PSDF of binary equiprobeû^le NRZ 
signals isCl];
2P sin TTf/fb 
irf/fb





tr( f-fc )/fb . . . (3.3)
where P is the total signal power amd is the modulating data bit 
rate ( ^  = l/%). The spectrum of BPSK is given in Pig 3.3.
The frequency spectrum occupancy of BPSK signals cam be halved 
by atdding two BPSK signals each modulated by one of two quadrature 
carrier sinusoids. The resultant signal, known am quadrature 
PSK-QPSK, is thus composed of two orthogonal BPSK signals which cam 
be separated at the receiver. The QPSK waveform cam be written am:
Sqpsk(^) * Ag [ al cos(2rrfct) + aQ sin(2nfct) ]
where al amd aQ are the inphase and quadrature modulating data and cam
be equal to ±l depending on the state of the data. Consequently, the
QPSK signal can have one of the following four states:
 ̂-f cos(2nfct) + sin(2nfct) j if al = +1, aQ = +1,
J - cos(27Tfct) + sin(2nfct) j if al = -1, aQ = ti.
A^ - cos(2TTfct) - sin(2vfck) J if al * -1, aQ • -1,
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and I + cos(2rrfct) - sin(2nfct) j if al - +1, aQ - -1.
Using trigonometric identities these states can be rewritten as*
✓2 Ac cos(2trfc - s/4) ,
✓2 Ac cos(2sfc - 3s/4) ,
✓2 Ac COS(2sfc - Ss/4) ,
and /2 Ac cos(2sfc - 7s/4) .
Thus the Ccurrier phase is equal to one of four discrete values, 
eaCh representing a pair (al, aQ) of data bits. The QPSK signal 
phasor diagram is shown in Fig 3.4.
Based on the above discussion a possible QPSK modulator 
structure is shown in Fig 3.5. The inccoaing data stream (a^) at the 
modulator input at a rate of ^  and is split in two streams {al^} and 
(aQn) consisting of odd and even bits respectively. The splitter 
also doubles the duration of each bit. This operation is 
demonstrated in Fig 3.6.
The resultant odd and even data go through two BPSK modulators 
derived by the inphase and the quadrature carrier signals. Finally 
the output of. the modulators are summed together to produce the QPSK 
waveform which is shown in Fig 3.7.
The PSDF is the same as that of BPSK except for replacing f^ by 
ffc/2. The spectrum of QPSK signal is shown in Pig 3.3 for the same
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number of bits transmitted per second aa in the came of BPSK.
It is possible to further reduce the spectrum occupancy of PSK 
signal by increasing the allowable carrier phame states. However, 
this leaids to an increame in the modulator/demodulator structure 
comqplexity and excessive deterioration in system error performamce 
amd resistamce to co-chamnel interference when the number of phaise 
levels exceeds 4 (ie. the QPSK came).
in QPSK instantaneous phase transition of ir cam take place when 
both bits in the input data pair change states. When the QPSK 
waveform is bamd limited these laurge phase jumps lead to large 
fluctuations in the signal envelope.
These fluctuations can be reduced by limiting allowable phase 
transitions to tt/2 . This is done by delaying the Q-channel data bits 
by Tb with respect to I-channel. This new configuration is shown in 
Fig 3.8, while its timing diagram is given in Fig 3.6 and is known am 
offset quadrature phame shift keying - OQPSK.
In OQPSK the modulating data pair cannot chamge simultameously. 
Consequently the carrier phame changes at most by tt/2. The waveform 
of OQPSK is shown in Fig 3.7.
The delay operation does not alter the unfiltered PSDF of QPSK. 
Hence, that of OQPSK is the same am QPSK given in Fig 3.3.
3.2.2 FSK Systems
FSK signals can be generated either by switching between two
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Independent oscillators or chamging the freuqency of a single 
oscillator. in the first case the carrier can go through 
discontinuous phame tramsition during switching instants. While in 
the second came the phame is continuous even during the data 
transition instants.
Bennett amd Rice^^] have shown that discontinuous phame 
trams it ions cause spreakding of the PSDF of FSK signals amd ultimately 
the spectrum falls off am the inverse square of the frequency. When 
phase transitions are continuous the resultant PSDF is more commet 
and ultimately falls off am the inverse fourth power of the 
frequency. Consequently, only the continuous phase came will be 
considered.
One way to produce continuous phame FSK signals - CPFSK - is by 
applying the bamebamd data to a voltage controlled oscillator - voo. 
The VCO output during bit period, n %  <. t £ ( n+l)%, cam be expressed 
am:
TTh
®CPPSK<'=> - »0 «>» 2TTfc + an — t + 4>n
nTb i. t £ (n+l)Tb . . . (3.4)
where h is the deviation ratio defined as the ratio between the 
difference of the mark frequency (fm) amd the space frequency (fs) 
amd the bit rate
h =
fm - fs
. . . (3.5)
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<t>n is a phase constant valid for nT^ ji t ^ ( n+l )%. The value of <t>n 
is determined by the requirement that the phase of the waveform be 
continuous at bit transition instants t - n%.
The excess carrier fAiase function 4>( t ) is given by : 
1th
<Xt) = an —  t + 4>n ± t <_ ( n+l )Tb . . . (3,6)
Thus, when a mark is transmitted (an - +1) the carrier phase 
advances by nh vhile a space (an = -1) causes it to retard by irh, 
4>(t) is shown in Fig 3.9, assuming without loss of generality that the 
phase at the start of modulation is zero. Solid lines ëmd dotted 
lines in Fig 3.9 correspond to transmission of marks and spaces 
respectively.
The phcme continuity requirement during bit tramsitions results 
in the following recursive formula giving the value of <J>n*
or
4> 4- a nwh = <}> , + a , nirhn n n-1 n-1
$n V l  + < V l  - . . . (3.7)
For the special case when h - 0.5, the relevance of which will 
become evident later, eqns (3.4) amd (3.7) become:
®CPFSK<'=> " '"c
n
(27Tfct) + an —  + 4»n
amd




V l  + < V l  - 2 ” . . . (3.9)
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Assuming that the value of <|>n at the beginning of modulation is 
equal to zero, and knowing that (a^-i - a^) cam only be O, 2 or -2, 
then the value of restricted to O, n amd modulo 2ir.
. . . (3.10a)
Knowing that 
cos (x ± nrr) - cos(x) 
for n equal even integer numbers, amd
cos(x ± nTT) - -cos(x) . . . (3.10b)
for n equal odd integer numbers. Then if n is even, (3.9) becomes* 
“ 4^—% . • . ( 3.11 )
and if n is odd it becomes
4>n “ 4>n-i if * &n-l
*n = 4>n-i ̂ ^ if a^-i
. . . (3.12)
Bennett and Ricet^) have calculated the PSDP of CPFSK signal by 
taking the Fourier tramsform of its autocorrelation function. The 


















ib COS(TTh) + COS*(TTh)
2Tr(f+fg) 2 tt( f+fro) . . (3.13)
Pigs 3.10(a), (b) and (c) show the PSDP of CPFSK signal when
h - 0 ; 5 ,  0.7 and 1 respectively calculated from the above egression. 
The meauBured spectrum under the above conditions is shown in 
Fig 3.11. The CPFSK signal was produced by allowing a pseudo random 
data sequence (511 bits in length) to control the control voltage of a 
voltage controlled crystal oscillator - VCXD. Wie VCXO circuit is 
given in Appendix 4.5. The agreement between the measured spectrum 
and the theoretical one is evident.
Frcxn the cibove figures it is possible to conclude that for h < 1 
the signal spectrum becomes more concentrated around the centre 
frequency as h decrecuses. Therefore, under this condition CPFSK 
signals become of potential importamce for narrow band applications. 
In the remainder of this chapter CPFSK signals having h < 1 are termed 
narrow band CPFSK, NB-CPFSK.
3.2.3 MSK
As was stated previously, MSK can be considered as a special 
case of PSK or CPFSK. To demonstrate this property MSK is first 
defined in its PSK form; subsequently its relation with CPFSK will be
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established.
A possible MSK modulator structure is shown in Fig 3.12. The 
incoming data enters the odd/even splitter at a rate of f^ and comes 
out at a rate of fb/2. The Q-çhannel data (aQ^) is delayed by Tjj with 
respect to the I-channel data (aly )̂. In the I-chsuinel the data 
multiplies a sinusoidal reference, cos (tr/2 ^t), whose period is 
four times the original data period and its zero crossing coincides 
with the l-chcuinel data transition instants. This operation results 
in a half sinusoidal pulse over intervals of 2%. The pulse sign 
depends on the incoming data (al^) state. A similar operation is 
performed in the Q-channel except that the reference is phase shifted 
by tt/ 2  to give sin(n/2 ^t). The above procedure is illustrated in 
Fig 3.13.
Finally, the I auid Q channel pulses are multiplied by an inphase 
and a quadrature ceurrier waveform respectively. The results of 
multiplication are summed to give the MSK signal.
Recalling Fig 3.8 and the description of OQPSK, it is clear that 
MSK is eq[uivalent to the latter but with the data pulses being 
sinusoidally weighted.
The MSK waveform can be esqpressed as*
n n
aljj cos 2 cos(2rrfct) + aQ^sin 2 sin( 2TTfct )
n Tb £ t £ (n+l) . . . (3.14)
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2 ^In cos 2 it -  r t + COS 2tt fc + ;r t
1 • 4) 4)
•
+ 2 cos 2n t - cos 2tt + r t
•
4,
Replacing - r by fg amd £c + by fm, the above equations
cam finally be written ais t 
Ac
aln I cos(2nfgt) + cos(2nfmt) j + aQj, J cos(2Trfgt)
- cos(2trfmt) J nTb. £ t _< (n+l)% . . . (3.15)
Eqn (3.15) provides an alternative description of the MSK 
signal. Although al̂ j and aQ̂ j have a constant value (±1) over 2T^ 
period each, either of them cam change value every T^. Consequently 
and from eqn (3.15) the MSK signal cam chamge frequency every T^ 
depending upon the values of al^ amd aQ^. The relationship betvreen 
alĵ , aQy) amd the resultant frequency is illustrated in Fig 3.14. 
Inspection of this figure indicates that a frequency fg is 
transmitted during a time slot if the I and Q data during this time
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slot are equal, if they are unequal a frequency f^ is tramsmitted 
The relation between f^, fg and f^ is*
fm “ f s ^
fh 2 . . . (3.16)
Based on the above discussion, eqn (3.14) cam be reaurramged amd 
written as follows*
77
COS Zirfct + 2 %  * + »2K
ZKTb £ t £ (2K+l)Tb . . . (3.17)




(2K-4)T>> (2K-2 ) % (2K+2 ) % (2K+b)%







if alji - +1
if al„ - -1
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In the preceding interval, ie. (2K-1 )T^ £ t 2KTb:
1>2k-1 * -aln aQn-1
\|̂ 2K-1 = 0 if aln = +1
= TT if aln = -1
and in the following interval., ie. (2K+1)T^ £ f £ (2K+2)T^
f>2K+l * ~^n+l &0n
4^K4-1 = 0 if aIn+1 = +i
-IT if al^j+i = -1
In order to ensure that a one-to-one relationship exists between 
the data source output amd the MSK modulator output frequency, some 
sort of coding should be applied to the data streaun before the 
splitter. The encoder function is to ccmipare the input to the 
modulator with the lamt transmitted bit, odd or even. If they are 
equal the next encoder output should be a space (-1) and if they are 
unequaU. it should be a mark ( +1 ). This procedure is known as
differential encoding and can be expressed ausi 
Cn+1 * &n+l ©  Cj,
where (Cn) i® the encoder output amd (+) refers to the logical
exclusive OR operation. The MSK data encoder is illustrated in 
Fig 3.15(a). The one-to-one relationship between the tramsmitted
frequencies amd the original modulating data resulting from the aüDove 
encoding process is demonstrated in Fig 3.15(b).
From the above analysis MSK can be viewed as a form of FSK 
modulation whose deviation ratio h, defined by eqn (3.5) amd given by 
eqn (3.16) for the MSK signal, is equal to exactly 0.5. Furthermore, 
it will be demonstrated in the following that the phase of the 
modulated carrier is continuous during bit transitions.
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It follows from comparing eqn (3.8) amd (3.17) that 4>n and a^ in 
the first are given by vJ/2K and b2x in the second respectively. Hence, 
U»2k  should satisfy both equations (3.11) and (3.12) before MSK may be 
considered cls CPFSK.
The first condition (eqn (3.. 11)) is eaisily demonstrated by 
noticing that vp2K chamges value according to chamges in al^ only, 
ie. at the beginning of odd time intervals. Thus,
V|/2K * 4^2K-1 • • • (3.18)
Replacing 4>n and a^ by vJ/2k+1 and b2K+i in eqn (3.9) gives:
W  - V  *
Recalling the previous remaurk concerning (3.10(a) amd (b)) amd 
eqn (3.18), the above expression cam be reduced to:
'"ZK+I - F • • • (: 19)
'^2K+l the above equation appeaurs to depend not only on al^+i as 
previously stated for MSK, but also on al^ and 'I'aK-l*
This apparent contradiction cam be resolved by remembering that 
vp2K4-l * O or TT and that the initial reference values of v|;2k+i and ail̂  
are zero and +1. Thus, amd from the recursive nature of eqn (3.19), 
it can be stated that if VP2K-I ~ O or n al^ is equal to +1 or -1 
respectively. Hence, for al^+i * +1 and M/2K-I “ ^ *
TT
'^2K+l “ >T + (-1 -1) - = O 
and, for aln+i = -1 amd V2K-I ~ ^ *
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n
'•'2K+1 ' IT + (-1+1).- = n
Similarly, all other combinations will lead to the conclusion
that :
2K+1 O or 77, for al - +1 or -1 n+l
which resolves the contradiction stated before. Thus, it can finally 
be stated that MSK is equivalent to CPFSK signal having a deviation 
ratio equal to 0.5.
Consequently, an MSK signal can be generated either by using a 
CPFSK modulator Whose deviation ratio is equal to exactly 0.5, or by 
using the queidrature modulation method explained at the beginning of 
this section.
The PSDF of an MSK signal is calculated from eqn (3.13) by 
substituting for h - 0.5. Alternatively, an approach similzur to the 
one used to calculate the PSDF of BPSK cam be used because the MSK 
signal can be described by a lineeur model. Both approaches leaid to 








. . . (3.20)
which is Illustrated in Figs 3.3 and 3.10(a). The meamured spectrum 
of CPFSK ( h=0.5 ) shown in Fig 3.11(a) is also equivalent to that of an 
MSK signal.
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3.3 Error Rate Performance of PSK, FSK and MSK systems in Ideal
Conditions
The commonly used measure of performance for digital modulation 
systems is the relationship between the prcdsability of error and the 
signal to noise ratio assuming white Gaussian additive noise. The 
latter is usually expressed by its baseband equivalent (E^^/Nq ) 
defined as the ratio between the average energy per bit to the one 
sided noise power spectral density as measured at the receiver input.
Ideal conditions refer to perfect transmitter and receiver 
circuit components and ideal transmission conditions where the only 
source of errors is additive ramdom Gaussiam noise. Furthermore, no 
error correcting codes autre used.
The error performaunce depends on both the modulation technique 
and detection mechauiism, amd establishes a baise line for coxnpaurison 
between the vaurious methods. In the previous chapter it warn referred 
to aLS P@(y), where y - E^/No, and the same notation will be used 
throughout the remainder of this work.
Detection or demodulation methods cam be claussified in three 
major groups. These are coherent detection, differential detection 
amd non-coherent detection. In the first, detection relies on 
precise knowledge of the phame and frequency of the carrier or 
reference signals. in the second, detection is acconplished by 
comparing the received signal by its delayed.version. In the third, 
detection is based on amplitude or frequency information carried by 
the carrier signal, but no knowledge of the carrier phase is assumed.
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3.3.1 PSK Systems
PSK signals cam be demodulated using either coherent or 
differential detectors.
A possible coherent BPSK demodulator implementation is shown in 
Fig 3.16. This is also known au9 the correlation detector. The 
incoming signal is processed in the caorrier recovery - CR - circuit to 
reproduce a phame-locked reference which is multiplied by the 
incoming signal (S^(t)>. The output of the multiplier is pauBsed 
through an ideal integrator which is dumped every seconds to 
prevent interference between auSjacent bits. This latter operation is 
also referred to aus integrate and dump - l&D. PincLLly, the output 
from the ifiD, S^(t), is processed in a decision device. If S^(t) > O, 
then the decision is a mark; otherwise, a space is considered as the 
right decision.
In [3], the expression for Pe(y)s for the above correlation 
receiver is shown to be*
-P)
. . . (3.21)o
where erfc(. ) is the complementary error function, amd p is the 
correlation coefficient of the mark amd space carrier waveforms which 
are aussumed to have equal energy per bit. p is given by:
" ?p - ^  J Sm(t) Sg(t) dt . . .  (3.22)
o
where Sm(t) and Sg(t) are the mark and space waveforms resulting from 
the modulation process.
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In BPSK Sjn(t) amd Sg(t) are given by* 
Sm ( t )  -  A c  COS(2TTfct)
Sg(t) - Ac cos(2Trfct + 77)
The signal energy per bit is thus given by
Tb Tb
^  - J at - J s^(t) at
o o





amd the correlation coefficient becomes*
Tb
Eb J  COS(277fct) COS(277fct +  77) dt
=  -1
Which is the minimum possible value for p. Thus, the probability of 
error of BPSK is given by*
Pe(y)s - 2 . . . (3.24)
This represents the optimum error performamce for all modulation 
and demodulation schemes When the signal is observed over one bit 
period.
In practice, regeneration of the carrier at the demodulator is 
accomplished by a sc[uare law or related non-linear operation (Costa's 
loop). In all these schemes the reference carrier is recovered with a
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2-phase ambiguity (ie. it cam be either cos(2vct) or cos(2nfct+n). 
Subsequently, the recovered data can be either all correct or all 
inverted. To overcome this problem without the need to tramsmit a 
reference carrier tone or a reference code word, differential 
encoding amd decoding aure used at the tramsmitter amd the receiver. 
The encoder is similaur to the one used to encode the data in MSK amd 
given in Fig 3.15(a). The decoder performs the inverse logicaLl 
operation amd is given in Fig 3.17(a). The differentiaLL 
encoder/decoder operation is best explained by the example given in 
Fig 3.17(b).
The resolution of ambiguity occurs with a penalty in probability 
of error performamce. If one demodulator output bit is in error the 
decoder output will tend to have double errors because two bits are 
compaured for eaich output bit. Thus, the probability of error for 
differentially encoded BPSK-DEBPSK is given by:
Pe(y)s - 2Pe(l - Pe) . . .  (3.25)
where P© is the probability of error of BPSK. For P© << 1, eqn (3.25) 
cam be reduced to t
Eb
Pe(y)s “ 2Pe - erfc,/ . . .  (3.26)
Eqns (3.24) and (3.25) aire illustrated in Fig 3.18.
A QPSK coherent demodulator is shown in Fig 3.19. If the caurrier 
recovery circuit is assumed ideal there will be no crosstaLUc between 
the ' in-phame and quadrature chamnel amd each branch becomes 
equivalent to a coherent BPSK demodulator having probability of error 
am given in eqn (3.24).
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The carrier recovery technique is similaur to the one employed in 
BPSK, except that the signals have to be quadrupled to remove the 
modulation. Hence, a 4—phaise ambiguity results. Thus, depending on 
the phase of the recovered carrier the (al, aQ) data pair at the 
modulator can be either:
(al, aQ), (al, aQ), (aQ, al) or (aQ, al)
at the demodulator output. The differential coding used in BPSK will 
give correct output only for the first two pairs. A differential QPSK 
encoder/decoder is given in as:
Encoder:
M „  - ( a I „ © a e „ X a l „ © A I , ^ l )  + (aln©aQ„)(aQn©AQ„_x)
AQn - (aIn©aQ„)(aQn©Ae,^l) + ( al„ ©  aQ„ )( al„ ®  M n - i  )
Decoder:
bln - (•BI„©BCn)(BIn©Bln-i) + (Bln®BQn)(BQn©BQn_i)
bQn - (BIn®BQn)(BQ„®BQn-i) + (BI„®BQn)(BIn®BIn-i)
Where (al^, aQ^) is the present (odd, even) encoder input (AI„, AQ^) 
and (AIy^_i, AQy)_2) the present and previous (odd, even) encoder
outputs, (Bln, BQn ) and (Bln-i, BQn-i) are the present amd the 
previous (odd, even) decoder inputs and (bln, bQn) &re the (odd, 
even) decoder outputs. In it wau3 shown that the probability of
error of differential encoded DE-QPSK is the same am that of DE-BPSK.
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In the case of OQPSK the introduction of delay in the Q channel at 
the transmitter is compensated at the receiver by changing the 
integration limits to coincide with bit transitions in both channels 
and the introduction of a time delay (Tĵ ) in the Q-channel. This 
modification does not change the detection performamce aus ctmpaured 
with QPSK. The OQPSK differential encoder/decoder operations are 
given by(^3 »
Encoder:
Ain - al„ ©  AQn
AQn - aOn ®
Decoder:
bln - Bln ®  BQn
bQn - BI„ ®  BQn
where (al^, ®Qn) (Ain, AQn) are the (odd, even) encoder inputs and 
outputs and (Bln, BQn) (bln/ bQn) are (odd, even) decoder inputs 
and outputs respectively. The OQPSK encoder/decoder structure is 
clearly much simpler than that of QPSK. The probability of error of 
DE-OQPSK is again the same as that of DE-BPSK.
A differential BPSK demodulator which avoids the use of a carrier 
recovery circuit is shown in Pig 3.20(a). The incoming differen­
tially encoded BPSK signal is multiplied by its delayed replica at 
the receiver. As has been shown before, in differential encoded 
signals the data is carried in the relative phase between adjacent
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bits. Thus the output from the lowpeuss filter circuit is 
proportional to the original modulating data. Similarly, QPSK can be 
detected using the differential demodulator shown in Fig 3.20(b).
The probabilities of error for both detector were zmalysed 
in [G], The result for differentially detected BpSK, DBPSK, is*
Pe(y)s “ 2 ® • • • (3 27)
while that of d q p s k can be approximated by*
Pe(y)s - (1 - V/2)2 (3.2,)
Eqns (3.27) and (3.28) are plotted in Fig 3.18.
3.3.2 NB-CPFSK Systems
Demodulation of CPFSK signals cam be accomplished by using 
coherent, differential or non-coherent mechanisms.
The block diagram of a coherent (correlator) CPFSK demodulator is 
shown in Fig 3.21. Two correlators are used, each detecting one of 
the received waveforms Sm(t) and Sg(t). Only one correlator weub 
needed in BPSK because Sm(t) and Sg(t) were antipodal.
Sm(t) and Sg(t) in the cause of CPFSK are given by*
Sm(t) - Ac cos(2TTfnit)
S g ( t )  -  A c  C 0 8 ( 2 n f g t )
If fnj. and fg are considered >> l/Tĵ , then the energy per bit E^ is 
given by*
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TbEt, '  J  S ^ ( t )
o
Tb
dt - J  Sg(t) dt
Ac Tb
which is the same as that of BPSK. The CPFSK waveform correlation 
coefficient under the same assumptions is given by*
Tb
p - —  J  cos(2Trfmt) cos(2trfgt) dt
sin(2n(fm - fg)Tb) 
2^( fm ~ fs )Tb
sin 2*rh
. . . (3.29)2ifh
Eqn (3.29) is plotted in Fig 3.22.
The probability of error for coherently detected CPFSK signals 
can be calculated from eqn (3.21) by replacing p by its value given in 
eqn (3.29).
The correlation coefficient p is equal to zero, ie. Sm(t) and 
S g ( t )  are orthogonal, if h = n/2 (n=l,2,3,... ) or f^ and fg are spaced 
far enough apart. The probability of error under this condition is 
given by:
Pe(y)s - 2 Gffc
Eb
2N, . . . (3.30)
Eqn (3.30) is illustrated in Fig 3.18
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It is interesting to notice that the minimum value of h for 
orthogonal signalling is 0.5, which is the reason for the name 
minimum shift keying given to CPPSK signal having h-0.5.
The minimum correlation coefficient for CPFSK is -0.21 and occurs 
at h-0.715. At this value the signal to noise ratio is about 1 dB 
less than orthogonal signalling for the same probability or error. 
Furthermore, in it was demonstrated theoretically that by
extending the observation period by 2 bits a performance equivalent 
to coherent BPSK can be achieved. This is done by using a correlation 
bank where all possible 4 bit reference patterns occurring in 2 
consecutive bits are correlated with the received signal. The bit 
pattern that results in the largest correlation then provides the bit 
decision on the first of the two consecutive received bits. 
Extending the observation period to 3 bits yields another 0.9dB 
improvement, 5 bits gives another 0.2dB. However, there is no known 
self-reference recovery technique (ie. the reference is recovered 
from the modulated signal amd not from am accompamying reference 
pilot) for CPFSK with h - 0.715. This is not the cause when h - 0 . 5  
where a reference recovery circuit cam be devised aus shall be 
demonstrated later.
The most analysed method of non-coherent CPFSK detection is that 
where detection is carrietd out by using two bandpass filters each 
centred around one of the two tramsmitted frequencies f^ and fg. The 
filters aure followed by envelope detectors and decision device. To 
prevent significant overlapping between the passbamds of the two 
filters, the deviation ratio should be greater than unity, making 
this approach inappropriate for use with NB-CPFSK. Nevertheless, its
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error rate performance is given in Fig 3.24 for comparison with other 
non-coherent detectors.
Alternatives to the non-coherent filter's detector, which 
eliminates the above constraint on h, aure the limiter-discriminator 
amd the differential detectors. Theoretical • amalysis of the 
probability of error performamce of both detectors was caurried out 
in [B] and the block diagrams are shown in Fig 3.23. The receiver's 
IF filters were aussumed to have Gaussiam amplitude characteristics 
amd lineaur phase. The introduction of inter-symbol interference due 
to bamd limit ing amd its effect on probability of error warn taken into 
account, but not that of delay distortion.
Fig 3.24 illustrates the results of the analysis for two values 
of h (0.7, 0.5) amd am IF filter bamdwidth equal to one (aus normalised 
to the bit rate f^). This value of Bjp gave best results compared 
with the other examined values which were 2 amd 3. The two detectors 
have equal performances when h - 0.5. For h - 0.7 the performamce of 
the limiter-discriminator detector improved, while that of the 
differential one deteriorated. The results show that the best 
setting for h in NB-CPFSK is 0.5 if differential detection is used amd 
0.7 if the limiter discriminator is used.
3.3.3 MSK
MSK being a NB-CPFSK signal cam be detected using amy of the 
methods discussed in the laist section.
An MSK coherent demodulator structure which yields a performamce 
equivalent to that of BPSK is shown in Fig 3.25. The incoming signal
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is split into I amd Q channels amd correlated with recovered 
references cos(rr/2 f^t ) cos(2vfct) amd sin(ir/2 f^t) sin(2nfct) 
respectively. The correlators are followed by I & D, decision 
circuits amd bit interleavers. The I & D operation timing is arranged 
to coincide with bit tramsitions in each chamnel aus caui be seen in 
Fig 3.25. Recalling eqn (3.14) amd the subsequent description of MSK 




al , cos—1 1 cos(2Trfct) + aQ_^sin i sin( 27rfct )
“Tb i. t <. O
IT TT
Sr(t) - Ac al , cos—1 2 fbt cos(2frfct) + aQ_^sin 2 fbt sin( 2trfct )
o %
The I-channel correlator output during the period to + will
cleairly include only terms proportional to data bit al_i. 
Furthermore, the correlator/integrator structure is equivaQent to the 
one described earlier in this chapter. Thus, in the I-channel the 
probad)ility of bit error will be given by eqn (3.21).
The mairk amd space waveforms aire given by:
n
Sm(t) - +Ac cos fbt cos(Znf^t)
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Sg(t) = _Ac cos fbt cos( 2Trfct )
Thus, the energy per bit in a duration 2T^ is given by:
Tb
Eb -  J  cos*
-Tb





which is the same as that of BPSK.
Sm(t) and Sg(t) are antipodal signals, thus their correlation 
coefficient is equal to -1.
Ihus, the probability of bit error for an l-channel correlator is 
equal to that of BPSK. A similar amalysis for the Q-channel will lead 
to the same conclusion.
\
Viewing MSK signal as a NB-CPFSK, the above detection process is 
equivalent to observing the signal over a 2-bit period, and taking a 
decision on the bit transmitted at the beginning of the observation 
period as was discussed in the case of h - 0.715. only 2 correlators 
are needed for the MSK case because the mark and space waveforms over 
2 bit periods are antipodal.
A relatively simple technique for reference signal recovery, 
bemed on [9], is explained in the following. Squaring the MSK signal 
doubles its frequency and produces a CPFSK signal having h - 1. The
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spectrum of CPFSK having h - 1 (also known aa Sunde's FSK) contains 
spectral line components at Zf^ and 2fg as can be seen in Figs 3.10 
and 3.11. These two components are recovered in 2 phase-locked loops 
(PLL) as shown in Fig 3.26. The outputs from the PLLs are divided by 
two to give cos(2trfct + tr/2 f^t ) and cos(2rrfct - n/2 ^t). The I and 
Q references axe recovered by performing summation and subtraction 
operations on the above divider outputs.
Because . of the 2-phase ambiguity inherent in the division 
operation, the divider outputs cem have amy one of the following 
combinations.
+ co8(2vfct + IT/2 fbt) and + cos(2nfct - n/2 ̂ t),
- cos(2TTfct +  tt/ 2  fbt) and - cos(2trfct - n/2 fbt),
- cos(2vfct + n/2 fbt) amd + cos(2trfct - n/2 fbt),
or + cos(2TTfct + it/ 2  fbt) and - oos(2nfct - n/2 fbt).
Therefore, it is not possible to determine which of the summers 
performs the addition amd which performs the subtraction. The 
suxmners outputs for the first two pairs of dividers outputs aure given 
by:
± cos(tt/2 fbt) cos(2nfct) and ± sin(iT/2 fbt) sin(2rrfct) 
respectively, which is the came shown in Fig 3.26. The second pairs 
result in:
± sin(TT/2 fbt) sin(2TTfct) and ± cos (TT/2 fbt) cos(2nfct) 
Consequently, a tramsmitted data pair (al, aQ) can be at th.e receiver 
I/O channel outputs :
(al, aQ), (al, aQ), (aQ, al) or (aQ, al).
A strau-ghtforward differential encoding on the input serial data 
at the transmitter coupled with differential decoding performed on
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the serial data (at the bit interleaver output) at the receiver will 
solve the above ambiguity problem, as long as the timing of I & D 
operations coincides with waveform zero crossings in both channels. 
The latter is guarsmteed by recovering I & D timing signals 
simuItsmeously with the references at the output of the dividers as 
can be seen in Fig 2.26. Inversion in I/Q channel roles will lead to 
instantaneous and equivalent chamge in the timing signals, thus 
ensuring correct timing at all times.
The differential encoder/decoder for an MSK signal is given in 
Figs 3.15(a) and 3.17(a). This is the simplest coding scheme 
compared with QPSK and OQPSK, which is an unanticipated advamtage of 
MSK.
The original data clock ( f^ “ l/T^ ) which controls the bit 
interleaver and all subsequent logical operations is recovered 
simultaneously with the references. The outputs from the PLLs are 
multiplied and then passed through a lowpass filter to give the clock 
signal cos(27rfbt). The implementation of a coherent MSK demodulator 
based on the above discussion is described in the following chapter.
Finally, the probability of error of differentially encoded 
MSK-DEMSK is Clearly equivalent to that of DEBPSK and DEQPSK and 
given in Fig 3.18.
3.4 Effect of Filtering on Narrow Band Digital Modulation Systems
Having established the ideal performance of different narrow band 
digital modulation systems, attention is turned to evaluate their 
performance in conditions usually encountered in the mobile radio
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environment.
A major factor in studying the suitability of a digital 
modulation technique for mobile radio applications is its performeuice 
in the presence of narrow band filters. These are used to contain the 
radiated xcu3io spectrum at the transmitter in a prespecified 
bamdwidth and at the receiver to prevent adjacent channel 
interference and excessive noise from reaching the demodulator 
stages.
The performance of coherent MSK and OQPSK in the presence of a 
bauidpcUBS filter, followed by a hcurd limiter, was studied in CIO] 
using computer simulation. The simulated transmitter and receiver 
filters were equivalent to a 7 pole, O.ldB ripple Chebyshev. The 
study was intended to simulate conditions usucLLly encountered in 
satellite communications. Nevertheless, the type of filter simulated 
is common to mobile r£u3io application as well as the hard limiting 
operation. The latter will be present at the receiver to remove the 
amplitude fluctuations before detection. It can also be found at the 
transmitter if high efficiency Class C power amplifiers are used. 
The results of the simulation are shown in Pig 3.27. The curves show 
the variation of performance degradation as a function of the filter 
noise bandwidth (normalised to bit rate) for the indicated constant 
vcQue of probability of error. Performamce degradation is defined aa 
the increcuse in signal to noise ratio (in dB ) required on the 
simulated filter bandwidth to achieve the desired probability of 
error over that required on em infinite bandwidth to achieve the same 
probability of error.
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The performance curves show that for values of filter bandwidth 
greater than 1.1 ( the filter bandwidth is normalised with respect 
to the data bit rate) MSK is superior to OQPSK. For Bjp less than 1.1 
OQPSK starts to outperform MSK, however both systems begin to suffer 
severe degradation, especicü.ly MSK.
In a similar study Morciis euid FehertH] compcired the performances 
of QPSK, OQPSK cUid MSK. The degradation in performance as a function 
of Bjp is shown in Fig 3.27 for the three systems for a probability of 
error equal to 10"^. The simulated filter was 4-pole Chebyshev and 
described as having relatively mild in-band phase distortion. This 
explains the lesser degradation experienced in [H ]  as compared 
to [10]. Performéuice curves given [H] show a slight advantage 
for MSK over OQPSK and QPSK until Bjp is equal to approximately 0.85 
vhere the latter stcurts to outperform the other two.
Differential detection performance of PSK zmd CPFSK systems will 
suffer from the delay distortion introduced by the narrow bcuid IF 
filter. A typical IF filter group delay characteristic is shown in 
Fig 5.7. This shows that the type of distortion introduced cem be 
approximated by quadratic delay distortion.
The effect of such distortion on the performances of PSK and 
CPFSK systems have been calculated in [12] g^d [H] respectively. 
The results of the above calculations are shown in Fig 3.28. Also 
shown in the latter figure is the performance degradation of CPFSK 
when detected by a limiter-discriminator as given in [H]. The 
degradation in performance is defined as the increase in signal to 
noise ratio (in dB) required at the detector input to condensate for
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the effect of group delay distortion. The amount of distortion is 
specified by the increment in delay, d, measured in bit intervals, 
% ,  between the centre and the edge of the treuismission band. The 
superiority of CPFSK with differential detection over all other 
schemes is evident from the above figure.
The narrow bcuid filter at the tramsmitter will introduce 
anplitude fluctuations in the prefilter constant signal envelope. If 
the signal is paussed through a non-linear power amplifier the 
side-lobes which have been attenuated by the filter will be restored 
to (Approximately their original values, thus suppressing the filter 
action and reintroducing out of band radiation.
The worst amplitude fluctuations will occur in BPSK and QPSK when 
the carrier phase goes through ±n transitions consequently causing 
the filtered signal envelope to go to zero. By reducing the maximum 
allowable tramsitions in the carrier, phase to ±n/2 these envelope 
zero crossings are prevented in OQPSK.
The maximum envelope fluctuations in filtered OQPSK and MSK 
depend on the filter chairacteristics and bamdwidth. These 
fluctuations have been analysed through computer simulation in [1*] 
for an OQPSK signal. The filter considered was a 6-pole Butterworth. 
For a value of 3dB bandwidth equail to 2.4^, the percentage of 
amplitude fluctuation, defined as the percentage of the ratio of the 
difference between the maximum amd the minimum signal amplitudes to 
the maximum signal amplitude, was 66%. Fig 3.29 shows a photograph 
representing the waveform of an MSK signal paissed through am 8-pole 
crystal filter (the filter characteristics are given in Fig 5.7),
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whose 3dB bandwidth equals twice the bit rate. The an^plitude 
fluctuation percentage for the filtered MSK signal is 19%. This 
represents a great improvement in * the cause of MSK con^pared with 
OQPSK, in spite of the former's filter tighter chairacteristics.
3.5 Effect of Fading and Random f m  Noise on Error Performance of PSK,
CPFSK and MSK Systems
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the probability of error in 
non—selective slow Rayleigh faiding conditions could be calculated by 
substituting for the probability of error under additive white 
Gauss lam noise conditions in ec[uation (2.15) and performing the 
integration.
Thus, for coherent detection of DEQPSK, DEOPQSK, DEMSK amd 
DEBPSK, the probaû5ility of error in slow faullng conditions is given 
byr
Pe(y)o - j —  e erfc(y) dy
Yo
O
- 1 - ---------  . . . (3.31)
VI 4- 1/yo
where y^ is the average signal to noise ratio at the detector input 











1 + yo (1 - i//2)2 (3.33)
While for coherent orthogoncLl CPFSK t
CO 1
yo e — erfc(y/2) dy
1 -
/I 4- 2/yo
. . . (3.34)
These equations (3.31) to (3.34) are plotted in Pig 3.30. When CPFSK 
signals are detected using limiter-discrimination and differential 
detectors under the above conditions ( non-selectlve slow Rayleigh 
fading) the probabilities of error are given byt^^] as:
/3 Xo b






Vo sinh n 
^ [(yo+i)^ - yo^co8*hv]i/* . . . (3.36)
differential
detector
Equations (3.35) amd (3.36) are plotted in Fig 3.30 for the speciaLI 
cause h = 0.5 (MSK came).
An importamt conclusion which cam be made by investigating Fig 
3.30 is that the signal to noise ratio advantage of coherent systems 
in non-faiding conditions over non-coherent and differential detectors
does not hold when the transmitted signal is 
subjected to slow fauiing conditions.
The slow Rayleigh fading aussunption becomes invalid if the 
maximum doppler shift fp approaches the data bit rate (ie. fast 
f aiding conditions). Under this condition ramdom FM noise will 
introduce a limiting error rate that is independent of the signal to 
noise ratio, aus warn indicated in the lauBt chapter. Thus, in fast 
Rayleigh faiding environment the total probability or error could be 
approximated byt 3 :
Pet - Pe(y)D + Pe(fo/^) • • • (3.37)
where the first term represents the probability of error due to the 
slow non-selective Rayleigh fauling condition amd given by equations 
(3.31) to (3.36.) for different modulation amd demodulation schemes. 
The second term represents the irreducible probability of error due 
to ramdom FM noise.
Jakes has shown that PeC^o/fb) DBPSK is approximated byi
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TT̂
Pe( . . (3.38)
It is possible to calculate Pe(fo/fb) DQPSK by considering
its demodulators as being composed of two independent DBPSK ones each 
functioning at half the bit rate (Fig 3.20). Thus, the probability of 
bit error due to random FM noise for differentially demodulated QPSK, 
ie. DQPSK, can be given by:
Pe(fD/fb) 2 tt*
^D
. . . (3.39)
The for CPFSK signals detected by limiter-discriminator









From this it is evident that if. differential detection is used, 
minimum error rate will be achieved for NB-CPFSK (h < 1) if h - 0.5, 
ie. the MSK case. Furthermore, from eqns (3.38) and (3.39), under the 
above condition, P@( f[)/fb ) for NB-CPFSK is equivalent to that of 
DBPSK and considerably less (0.25) than that of DQPSK.
In order to clarify the error rate performance of coherent 
detection in the presence of random FM noise, it is necessary to solve 
the tracking behaviour of the reference recovery circuit, usually a
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phëusie-locked loop, in such conditions. This is a problem which l\aa 
not yet been solved. However, a qualitative comparison between 
different coherent systems can be made.
A staurting assumption in this comparison is that the degradation
in error rate performance for any system due to ramdom FM noise
depends on the PLL trawacing performance. Furthermore, increausing the 
loop natural frequency relative to the maximum doppler shift will 
improve the performance in such conditions. This is substantiated by 
results obtained in Chapter 5.
Reference signals in BPSK and MSK aure obtained through a doubling 
operation which inherently leaids to doubling of the maximum doppler 
shift, f%). In QPSK and OQPSK the received signals are quaidrupled to 
obtain the reference. Thus, to achieve the same degree of immunity to 
random FM noise the loop natural frequency in the latter two will have
to be twice that of the BPSK and MSK.
For all systems the phaise reference signal to noise ratio is 
inversely proportional to the loop noise bandwidth amd hence its 
natural f r e q u e n c y [9,17] Consequently, QPSK iamd OQPSK phase
reference SNR will be half that of MSK and BPSK.
The performance degradation due to a noisy phase reference ham 
been given in f^®] for BPSK, QPSK and OQPSK and in [1®] for MSK. The 
results are summarised in Fig 3.31 and show the better performance of 
MSK am compared to OQPSK amd QPSK.
Consequently, it is possible to conclude that MSK is capable of
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achieving the same degree of immunity to randcmn FM noise as QPSK amd 
OQPSK, but with considerably less overall error rate performance 
degrau3ation due to phause reference noise. BPSK in such conditions 
will give the best performance.
3,6 Comparison Between Narrow Bamd Digital Communication Systems
BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, NB-CPFSK amd MSK modulation techniques have 
been discussed amd their performances evaluated in scmne' typical 
mobile rau3io applications. The object of the following comparison is 
to demonstrate the superiority of MSK over the other techniques, 
especially PSK ones, for use in mobile raidio data transmission 
applications.
Even though BPSK performs better than QPSK amd OQPSK in some 
situations, its wide frequency spectrum makes it unsuitable for 
narrow bamd applications.
Compared to QPSK amd OQPSK, MSK spectrum falls off much more 
rapidly. For laurge values of f-f^/fb (Fig 3.3), the MSK spectrum 
faü.ls off at a rate proportional to (f-fc/^)”̂ * compared to 
(f-fc/^)“  ̂ for QPSK and OQPSK. Thus, if no filtering is used, 
chamnels could be spaced very much closer together in MSK compared to 
the others. To demonstrate the above aidvamtage of MSK, White[20], bas 
performed am analysis of the effects of worst-case crosstalk between 
two adjacent channels. He concluded that for a IdB signal to noise 
ratio performance degradation and lOdB relative Interference level 
(power ratio between adjacent channel amd in-channel) the chamnel 
spacing for MSK, QPSK, OQPSK and BPSK should be 2.5^, 13.5fb, 14fb 
and 19^, where is the data bit rate, respectively. The analysis
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assumed a linear additive white Gaussiam chamnel with ideal coherent 
demodulation.
However, the main lobe of MSK is wider them that of QPSK and 
OQPSK, the first nulls falling at (f-fc)/^ * 0.75 amd 0.5 
respectively. This esgplauLns the slightly earlier rapid deterioration 
in MSK coherent demodulation performamce ccmnpared to QPSK amd OQPSK 
when tight filtering is applied (Bjp < am can be seen in
Pig 3.27[10].
If coherent demodulation with differential.' data coding is used 
amd ideal or non-se lect ive slow Rayleigh fauling conditions acre 
amsumed, MSK and all PSK systems will have the same performamce. 
Nevertheless, when performamce is considered in faust Rayleigh failing 
conditions, MSK could be expected to outperform QPSK amd OQPSK as 
discussed previously.
If MSK amd QPSK were demodulated using differential detectors in 
the presence of non-selectlve slow Rayleigh fading, the superiority 
of MSK becomes evident am cam be seen in Pig 3.30. To achieve the 
same error performamce DQPSK needs 2dB more average signal to noise 
ratio than [MSK. Furthermore, the irreducible probability of error 
due to ramdom FM noise in the came of DMSK is 0.25 that of DQPSK. In 
addition, as cam be concluded from Fig 3.26, DQPSK suffers severe amd 
rapid degradation in the presence of delay distortion compared with 
the much smaller amd more gradual degraulation of [MSK.
Bandlimited MSK signals suffer much reduced signal envelope 
fluctuations compared with any other bamd limited PSK signals. Even
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though a linear power amplifier has to be used to prevent spectrum 
side-lobe regeneration, the linearity constraints on the amplifier 
for the MSK signal is much less them for the PSK system.
Although co-channel interference effects were not discussed in 
this chapter, cooparison between MSK meamured performance degraidation 
due to such conditions amd published data on PSK systems is given in 
Chaipter 5.
MSK, being a CPFSK signal, cam be detected using narrow bamd 
analogue FM detectors. Thus, a sinple data demodulator can be built 
Which doubles as am amalogue FM detector. This property is not shared 
with other PSK systems.
Increasing the deviation ratio in CPFSK systems decreases the 
number of errors due to random FM noise if a limiter discriminator 
detector is used, as cam be seen from eqn (3.40). For h-0.7, the 
number of errors is approxlmatly half that for h-0.5. However, if 
differential detection is used optimum performamce is achieved in 
both slow fading amd ramdom FM noise conditions. if h-0.5.
The major advamtage of CPFSK-h-0.5, ie. MSK, is the existence of 
a self-reference recovery technique for coherent reception. This is 
not the case with other NH-CPFSK signals (h<l).
3.7 Improving MSK Spectrum Efficiency
Improving the spectrum properties of MSK signals has received a 
great deal of attention in recent years.
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Several techniques to produce an optimum pulse shaipe, ie. the 
shape which produces am MSK signal having a fast spectrum fall-off, 
have been s u g g e s t e d [21,22]  ̂ Unfortunately, all these techniques tend 
to produce a wider main lobe spectrum than MSK, thus worsening the 
performamce when the signal is bamdlimited C 23 ].
A  second approach to achieve higher spectrum efficiency in MSK is 
partial response signalling, where the data pulses aure carefully 
shaped amd stretched over more than one bit interval, according to 
certaU.n rules prior to modulation. This leauSs to a faunily of 
modulation techniques which produces different degrees of spectrum 
compactness. Until the present time, the maximum spectrum efficiency 
hais been attained in [24] vrtiere the resultamt modulation is named. 
Tamed Frequency Modulation (TPM). The spectrum of TFM is shown in 
Fig 3.32, together with that of MSK. The improvement in spectrum 
efficiency in TFM is evident. Howver, this is achieved with a much 
more complicated modulator structure.
Coherent demodulation implementation of TFM is described in [2*] 
and is identical to the MSK demodulator including the reference 
recovery circuit. The error rate performamce of TFM was shown to be 
IdB vforse than MSk [2^].
Partial response signalling results in a multi-level eye pattern 
when a frequency discriminator is used to detect the signal, as cam be 
seen in Fig 3.33 for the TFM came. Therefore, a major disadvantage of 
TFM and all other partial response systems, is the severe 
deterioration in error performamce if non-coherent or differential 
detectors are used. The simulated static error performance of a
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limiter discriminator TFM d e t e c t o r [25] bas shown that at 10“^ error 
rate TFM the detector requires lOdB signal to noise ratio more them 
DEMSK.
The performance of differentially demodulated TFM waua analysed 
in [26] in the presence of slow Rayleigh fading. To achieve 10“* 
error rate the signal to nosie ratio has to be 55dB, ie. 32dB more 
than DMSK. Hence, it is impractical to use non-coherent or
differential detectors for demodulating TFM and other partial 
response MSK systems in mobile radio applications.
3.8 Conclusions
The superiority of MSK as compared to other conventional 
narrowbamd digital modulation systems for mobile radio applications 
has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the same coherent MSK
demodulator cam be used to detect highly spectrally efficient TFM
signals with IdB penalty in system performance.
All the above factors substantiate the import amce of
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Figure 3.7 QPSK and OQPSK Waveforms,
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Figure 3.8 OQPSK Modulator Structure.
Figure 3.9 Excess Phase of the CPFSK Carrier
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Figure 3.10 Theoretical PSDF of CPFSK Signals.
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Figure 3.12 MSK Modulator Structure.
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Figure 3.13 MSK Modulator Data Pulses
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Figure 3.18 Theoretical PE Versus (E^/N^) of 






























Figure 3.20(b) QPSK Differential Demodulator
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Figure 3.24- Theoretical Performances of Limiter-




















































Figure 3.27 Effect of Bandlimi ting on Performance Degradation 
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Figure 3.28 Effect of Delay Distortion on Differential Deletion
of BPSK , QPSK & CPFSK(D.D,) and Limiter-Discriminator
Detection of CPFSK(L.D.).
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The most commonly used amalogue modulation technique over mobile 
raidio channels until now haua been frequency modulation (FM). There 
are two possible ways to introduce digital transmission into such a 
system. The first is shown in Fig 4.1(a), where the data modulates a 
base-band carrier, ie. an audio sub-carrier, which is treated in the 
following transmitter stages aua an analogue signal. At the receiving 
end the digital signal is processed for detection at the output of the 
FM demodulator.
The second scheme, shown in Fig 4.1(b), is implemented by 
by-passing the analogue modulation circuitry in the equipment. The 
data directly modulates an RF carrier which can be the IF of the 
equipment.
While the first scheme offers compatability with existing 
equipments, it uses the available frequency spectrum inefficiently. 
Direct modulation improves the spectrum efficiency by a factor 
greater than 2 compared with indirect FM modulation.
Therefore, the MSK modulator carrier frequency was chosen to be 
10.7MHZ, which is a widely used IF in radio equipment. The 
demodulator input frequency is also 10.7MHz, however, the detection 
processses are carried out after mixing down the signal to 455kHz.
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The modulator and demodulator were designed to operate at a data 
rate of 2. ̂ (bit/second. However, they can easily accommodate other 
values of bit rates.
4.2 Modulator Design
In the previous chapter it was shown that the MSK signal can be 
generated either by directly applying the data signal to the control 
votlage of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) or by using a 
quadrature modulation method. Although the first approach appears 
simpler, it suffers from two major drawbacks — instability and 
inflexibility.
Even though stability cam be greatly improved by using a voltage 
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), it is a %^ell known factt^i that 
pullability and stability are two opposing requirements, amd even in 
a crystal oscillator the stability suffers aa the pullability is 
increased. Furthermore, the overall frequency deviation ratio (h) 
stability depends on that of the VCXO circuit atnd the amplitude of the 
modulating voltage. Changes in either due to temperature variations 
and/or fluctuations in predetermined modulating voltage levels, 
ultimately leau3 to a chamge in h.
As previously explained, MSK coherent demodulation relies in its 
references and clock recovery on a frequency doubling operation to 
produce a Sunde's CPFSK signal (h-1). Hence deviation from h-0.5 at 
the transmitter is doubled at the receiver and will adversely affect 
the recovery circuit and consequently the overall demodulator 
performance.
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In some applications, especially prototype design and testing, it 
is desirable that the modulator could be easily modified to transmit 
data at different bit rates. in order to keep h-0.5, the peak 
deviation frequencies ( f̂ g emd fg ) of the VCXO will have to be 
carefully readjusted when the bit rate is changed. Furthermore, 
changing the carrier frequency to accommodate for different IF values 
used by different radio sets would . preu?tically mean designing and 
adjusting a new VCXO.
The quadrature modulation approach avoids the above 
discidvantages. The carrier frequency is generated by an ordinary 
crystal oscillator and does not suffer from potential instability due 
to the pulling operation. Furthermore, the carrier frequency can be 
simply changed by switching in a different oscillator. The only 
constraint is that the carrier frequency f^ > > fjj. Which is always 
true for mobile radio applications. In addition, the modulator is 
designed to accommodate a certain range of bit rates by a simple 
adjustment procedure. The design can easily be modified to allow a 
wider range as will be explained.
The (quadrature modulator is an exact realisation of the 
description of the KSK signal generation given in Chapter 3.2.3 and 
Fig 3.12. The detailed modulator block diagram is illustrated in 
Fig 4.2. The incoming data is first differentially encoded. The 
encoding procedure serves two functions » to produce a one-to-one 
relationship between the original data and the resultant modulated 
signal fre<quency, thus a non-coherent detector can be used without 
the need for further signal decoding and together with a differential 
decoder at the coherent receiver to resolve the recovered reference
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phase ambigfuity. The data splitter performs three functions 
simultemeouslyi odd-even data splitting, bit interval stretching to 
2Tb, 3ur&d introduction of a T^ delay in the quadrature data stream aQ. 
The differential encoder and splitter circuit function diagram is 
given in Fig 4.3(a). In the above figure, (l),(2),(3),(4) and (5) are 
all D-type flip-flops. The splitter operation is explained by its 
timing diagram illustrated in Fig 4.3(b).
The sinusoidal data weighting reference, cos(v/2 f^t), is 
generated by passing which is formed from the master clock as
shown in Fig 4.3, thirough a low pass filter. The filter is an 8th 
order 0. 5dB ripple Chebyshev and hau3 a 3dB cut-off frequency of 
0.7kHz, thus producing a sinusoidal signal from the input 0.6kHz 
square wave with practically no harmonic components. Following the
filter a phase akdjustment circuit is used to compensate for the phase
shift in the filter and ensure that the input square wave and the
output sinusoidal wave zero crossings coincide. Finally, the
reference is passed through a 90*» phase shift circuit to produce the 
quadrature channel data weighting reference. Both pheuse aidjustment 
and 90* shift circuits are all-pass first order active networks and 
are given in Appendix 4.1. The range of bit rates the modulator can 
accept is governed by the low pass filter cut-off frequency. Using 
the above filter, the modulator produced an MSK signal with bit rates 
ranging from Ikb/sec (ie. f^ - IkHz ) to 2. Skb/sec. The only 
adjustments needed are those of the phase adjustment circuit and the 
90* phase shift circuit to bring I and Q channels, references amd data 
in phase coincidence. This is a simple procedure and carried by 
changing one multi-turn variable resistance in each as explained in 
Appendix 4.1. Bit rates outside the above range could be
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acccxmnodated by changing the low pass filter or more practically by 
using switched capacitor filters whose cut-off frequency is 
controlled by the value of their clock frequency. The latter can be 
provided by the clock <J>3 through a frequency multiplier as 
illustrated in Fig 4.2 by the dotted lines. The phase adjustment 
circuits can be designed to accommodate a wide frequency rauige.
The sinusoidal weighting reference multiplication by the data is 
acccxnplished by applying the references to am inverter/non-inverter 
circuit whose action is controlled by the data. Inversion is 
equivalent to a multiplication by a space bit (-1) amd non-inversion 
is equivalent to a multiplication by a maurk bit (+1). The inverter/ 
non-inverter circuit is eiq)lained in Appendix 4.2. The I and Q 
channels' inverter/non-inverter outputs are shown in the photograph 
in Fig 4.4. The modulating data is a pseudo random sequence of a 
length 511 bits at a rate of 2.4kb/sec.
A crystal oscillator generates a signal whose frequency is 4 
times the caurrier frequency, ie. 42.8MHz. This frequency is then 
divided by 4 using high speed TTL D-type flip-flops to produce two 
eerier signals in quadrature as shown in Fig 4.5. This method of 
generating the carrier signals guaramtees qucu3rature relationship 
independent of its frequency amd values of the passive components 
which would have to be used otherwise. Because of the laurge 
difference between the carrier frequency amd the modulating data bit 
rate, the phase relationship between them cam be ignored.
The sinusoidal weighted data and the carrier signal of I and Q 
channels are applied to two balanced modulators acting au9 multipliers
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as shown in Fig 4.2. The balanced modulator circuit is given in 
Appendix 4.3.
Finally, the M5K signal is generated by auSding the outputs of the 
two balanced modulators in a resistive summer which is followed by a 
buffer amplifier. The final MSK modulator output waveform is shown 
in the photograph in Fig 4.6. The modulating data is a 511 bits 
( length > pseudo ramdom sequence whose bit rate is 2. 4kb/sec.
The power spectral density of the above modulator output signal 
is illustrated in the spectrum amalyser trace in Fig 4.7(a) and (b) 
for two values of bit rate* 1.2 amd 2.4 kbit/sec^ The agreement 
between the modulator output spectrum and the theoretical MSK signai 
spectrum given in Fig 3.3 is evident.
4.3 Demodulators' Front-End
The MSK demodulators accept the signal after being converted down 
to 10 ..7MHz. Their front-ends are those of a conventional Icw-pcwer 
narrowband FM IF integrated circuit (IC). The ic used is MC3359t2) 
and is designed primaorily for use in voice conanunication, but is also 
finding a place in naurrow bamd data comounication applications. It 
includes am oscillator, a mixer, a limiting amplifier and a 
quadrature frequency discriminator. The received l0.7MHz MSK signal 
is converted down in the mixer to 455kHz amd passed through a 
conventional bandpass ceramic filter as shown in Fig 4.8. At the 
output of the bamdpass filter the signal is separated either for 
coherent or non-coherent detection.
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4.4 Non-Coherent Demodulator
Non-coherent MSK demodulation is accomplished in the final stages 
of MC3359. The output from the ceramic bandpeuss filter (Pig 4.8) is 
applied to a limiter axnplifier, whose output drives a (quadrature 
frequency discriminautor detector. The recovered baseband signal is 
then amplified and passed through a low pass filter to remove high 
frequency ccmnponents. The demodulated MSK signal eye pattern is 
shown in Fig 4.9 for a modulating data bit rate of 2.4cb/sec. The 
ceramic filter 3dB bemdwidth equals aipproximately twice the bit rate.
After removing the DC voltage from the demodulated signal the 
data recovery is accomplished by passing the signal through an 
integrate and dump (I&D) circuit which acts as a post demodulation 
filter. The I&D output is then sampled and held (s&H) at the end of 
each bit interval. The s&H output is then applied to a threshold 
level detector (the threshold level is zero in this case) whose 
output voltage levels are that of a TTL signal. Finally, data 
decisions are taken at positive edges of the recovered clock and 
inverted to compensate for the inversion action of the l&D circuit. 
The data recovery circuit and its timing control diagram are 
illustrated in Figs 4.10(a) and (b).
The receiver clock which controls the data recovery operations, 
and euiy subsequent digital operations, is phase locked to the data 
transition edges in the demodulated signal aa esqplained in the 
following section.
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4.5 Clock Recovery Circuit Analysis
The clock recovery, ie. the synchronisation between the receiver 
and the transmitter clocks, is performed at bcLseband. The timing 
Information contained in data transisions of the demodulated signal 
is used to synchronise, ie. phase-lock, a stable local clock 
reference.
The schematic diagram of the recovery circuit is shown in 
Fig 4.11.. Binary transitions in the baseband signal aure detected and 
applied to a binary lead-lag detector. The other detector input is 
the local reference clock signal whose frequency is approximately 
equal to the transmitted bit rate The local clock is derived from
a high frequency cystal oscillator whose output is frequency divided 
down in a programmable binaury divider to produce f^. Tihe lead-lag 
detector compaures the positive edges in the local clock with the 
transition edges in the demodulated signal. It han two outputs, the 
first indicates that the clock edges are leading the transitions and 
the second indicates the opposite. These aire used as binaury outputs 
which do not give an indication of the amount of phase difference 
between the signal transitions and the local clock.
The binairy lead/lag signals from the detector are then applied to 
an up-down binary counter. The lead output causes counting up and 
vice-versa as shown in Pig 4.11. The counter has equal upper (2M) and 
lower (O) counting limits, vhen either is reached one of two mutually 
exclusive pulses each indicating one of the limits is produced. The 
counter limit pulses drive an OR gate whose output resets the up/down 
counter to its mid-point (M), Where M is an integer.
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The up/down counter averages the lead-lag information and thus 
allows the recovery circuit to ignore transitions in the received 
demodulated signal due to noise if a long total counting length (2M) 
is used.
The counter output pulses are used to update the phase of the 
local reference clock. If the upper counter limit is reached. Which 
indicates that the clock is leading transition edges, the clock 
frequency is decreased by changing the frequency division ratio (N) 
of the programmable divider providing the local clock to (N+1). On 
the other hand, if the averaging up/down counter reaches its lower 
limit the division ratio is changed to (N-l). The change in division 
ratio lasts for a time interval equal to LT^, where L is an integer. 
The timing is provided by a programmable timer Which is initiated by 
either of the averaging counter two limits pulses Which are available 
at the output of the OR gate as shown in Pig 4.11. After the time 
interval has elapsed, the division ratio is reset to its
mid-value N.
For each lead or lag command, the phase retard or advamce 
correction step is equal to 360/N degrees. During a time interval 
LTb, the phase of the local clock is advamced or retarded by*
360
A8 - L degrees . . . (4.1)
Assuming that the received signal is a sequence of alternate 
marks and spaces, the recovery circuit will produce, in the absence 
of noise, a maximum of f^/M adjustment commands per second, and for 
each command the phase is adjusted by ±dS. Under these conditions, 
the maximum phase adjustment rate is ±£Jd f^/M degrees per second.
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Consequently, the maximum frequency difference, f^, that cam exist 
between the tramsmitter and receiver clocks without the recovery 
circuit going out of lock, is given by*
A9 fb
- * 3^ r  • • • (4 2)
where Ù0 is given by eqn (4.1). Because the circuit achieves locking 
in discrete phase steps, then the minimum phame error it cam attain is 
± A0/2.
In the presence of noise, auBsuming that it will cause false 
leaid/lag decisions at the output of the binaury leau3/lag detector with 
equal probabilities, the probability that the averaging counter will 
reach one of its limits due to false detector decisions, amd thus 
possibly producing a wrong phase adjust commamd will decrease by 
increasing the total counter length (2M). However, increasing the 
counter length leads to a decrease in the locking bamdwidth, as cam be 
concluded from eqn (4.2), amd am increase in the time needed for the 
circuit to achieve locking, if it is initially out of lock, ie. 
accquisition-time.
Trtie choice of the recovery circuit parameters, de and M, will 
depend on different factors. The phase correction step should be
maide as small as possible to minimise recovered clock phase jitter. 
In mobile radio transmission the signal is frequently lost during 
deep fades, therefore the recovery circuit should have as large as 
possible averaging counter length (M) to reduce the probability that 
a false coirsnamd will reach the phase adjust circuit. If M is large 
enough the recovered clock will fly^eel during periods of deep 
fades. However, the minimum circuit locking bamdwidth (f^) is
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ultimately governed by the transmitter amd the receiver clock 
oscillator's stabilities.
To decrease the acquisition time of the recovery circuit without 
conpromising - its performamce when locking has been achieved, 
ie. tracking performance, it cam be designed to have dual averaging 
counter length (M). A short one at the start of tramsmission to speed 
up ac(quisition amd a long one after acquisition has been achieved for 
tracking purposes.
4.5.1 Clock Recovery Circuit Implementation
Based on the above description, a clock recovery circuit has been 
implemented using standard TTL integrated circuitsC^]. The circuit 
function diagraun is illustrated in Pig 4.12. The practical circuit 
reaLlisation and the choice of its parameter values are explained in 
the following.
The demodulated bauaebamd signal, after being converted to TTL 
voltage levels, is applied to a 2-input exclusive OR (EXDR) gate, the 
other gate input is the signal delayed version. The EXDR acts as a 
signal transition edge detector, am depicted in Fig 4.13. The binary 
lead/lag detector is composed of a D-type flip/flop, two 2-input AND 
gates and two inverters. The inverter's function is to compensate 
for the flip/flop propagation time delay. The detector operation is 
explained in Fig 4.13 and it can be concluded that it has a detection 
ramge of ±180®.
Each detector output triggers one of two one shot multivibrators 
(OMV) whose pulsewidths =* 1^100. Each of the inverted multivibrator
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outputs (Q) is applied to one of two 2-input OR gates. The other OR 
gate inputs are the output of a programmable pulse generator which is 
controlled by the acquisition control circuit. When the recovery 
circuit is in tracking mode the pulse generator output is disabled 
(low). The operation of acquisition control circuit is explained 
later.
In tracking mode each lead or lag pulse from the detector output 
causes one count step up or down respectively in the averaging 
counter. The averaging counter is composed of 12 stages by cascekding 
three 4-stage synchronous counters, cls shown in Fig 4.12. The 
mid—point counting length (M) is predetermined by programming the 
counter binaury inputs Aq to A ^ .  The upper limit counting state is 
detected by programming Xq to X ^  and monitoring the counter outputs 
Oo to Qii. The counters borrow outputs (B) are also monitored by a 
3-input NOR gate to detect the lower counting limit (o). When either 
of the counting limits is reached the averaging counter is reset to 
its midpoint (M) by enabling the load input (L) as shown in Fig 4.12.
The local clock reference is produced by dividing down the output 
of a 12MHz crystal oscillator to 2.4kHz in two steps. The first is a 
division by 2500 ( in the absence of phcise adjust commands ) in a 
12-stage programmable binary divider (composed of three 4-stage 
synchronous unidirectional counters) and the second is a division by 
two in a D-type flip/flop to produce a symmetrical clock waveform. 
The funciton of the D-type flip/flop which precedes the division by 
two (Fig 4.12) is to produce a glitch-free signal.
Programming the divider is done by setting its binary program
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Inputs, Ao to All, according to the following rule :
N - 4096 - K
wherew N is the required division ratio and K is the decimal value of 
the binaury inputs. Hence to change the division ratio to N+1, K 
should be decreased by 1, and vice versa.
The divider inputs, A^ to A n ,  are the outputs, Qq  to Qn ,  of 
«mother set of 12 stage synchronous up/down counter ( composed of 
three 4-stage synchronous up/down counters). The up/down counter 
binary program inputs, A^ to An ,  are fixed so that when loaded they 
program the divider with a division ratio N. The latter is changed by 
applying the phase adjust command pulses to the counting inputs of 
the up/down counter. A phase advance pulse is applied to the counting 
up control input, consequently producing a division by (N-l). A 
phase retard pulse is applied to the count down input to change the 
division ratio to (N+l). The mutually exclusive phase command pulses 
are ored and used to trigger the programmable timer 1 cus- shown in 
Fig 4.12. At the end of the programmed time interval (L%) the timer 
produces a pulse which is applied to the load control input of the 
up/down counter. Thus, at the end of each phase adjust time interval 
(I/I)t>) the division ratio is reset to N. The programmable timer 
circuit is given in Appendix 4.
During tests to evaluate the non—coherent MSK demodulation 
performëmce the clock recovery circuit parameters were set to the 
following values*
L - 33. and 2M - 512 
Thus, the phase adjust step, given by equation (4.1), is equal to*
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360
^  * 23
= ± 2.376 degrees
The maximum locking bamdwidth, given that the data is (xxnposed of a 
sequence of alternate markers amd spaces, cam be calculated from 
equation 4.2%
fr * 0.062 Hz
which closely agreed with practical measurements.
The above assumption for maximum locking bamdwidth cannot be 
satisfied when transmitting bipolar non-retum to zero (NRZ) ramdom 
data. Given that marks amd spaces occur in a random manner with equal 
probabilities, the number of transitions occurring per second cam be 
assumed equal to fj>/’2. Thus, the recovery circuit locking bandwidth 
under such conditions is equal to f^/2, ie. ± 0.31. However, in 
practiccil situations long sequences of marks amd spaces could taüce 
place, thus further reducing f^. In tests, the data source used was a 
511 bit length pseudo ramdom data sequence. This sequence is 
reccxnmended for data tramsmission tests by the CCITrt^l and it 
produces a maximum of nine consecutive marks or spaces amd contaiins 
all possible eight bit data patterns. The maucimum frequency 
difference between the transmitter and the receiver clocks was 
allowed to be approximately ± 0.024Hz. This represents a frequency 
stability of ±10 parts per million, which can be achieved by using 
stamdaurd crystal oscillator circuitst^J.
To assess the tracking performamce of the clock recovery circuit 
under the aibove conditions, error rate versus signal to noise ratio 
measurements were carried with the modulator clock hardwired to the
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demodulator and also with the clock recovered at the demodulator. 
The tests were carried for the coherent (u>n “ 10,100) amd noncoherent 
demodulators under non-fading and simulated Rayleigh fading 
conditions. The fading rates, ejq>ressed as the maximum doppler shift 
fl), were 0.15Hz amd lOOHz. No deterioration in error rate 
performamce warn noticed when the clock recovery circuit waus used. 
The details of the e]q>erimental set-up amd the results are given in 
Chaipter 5. Furthermore, the circuit waus flywheeling, ie. the 
receiver clock was drifting with respect to the tramsmitter one at a 
rate equal to their frequency difference, in the absence of a 
received signal during deep fades. This is because of the long 
averaging counter length used (512).
Operating the clock recovery circuit at higher bit rates is 
trivial. For a given bit rate amd a required locking bamdwidth, 
equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be used to determine the vailues of N, L 
and M. The upper bit rate (ie. clock frequency) limit on the circuit 
operation is governed by the maximum acceptable phame correction 
step, A9, which does not cause excessive phauEie jitter. This cam be 
reduced by reducing L aua the clock frequency increases, nevertheless 
there will be a limit when L-1 and 360/N does not satisfy the 
condition on the phase jitter. Assuming the previous phause step of 
±2.376®, this limit occurs at N =* 152. Using a 12MHz oscillator the 
bit rate should be lower than 78kHz. This is very much higher than 
the bit rates the lamd-mobile radio chamnels cam support, even in the 
present time maximum channel bandwidth (25kHz).
4.5.2 The Acquisition Control Circuit
When the recovery circuit is in the tracking mode the acquisition 
control circuit is disabled amd the prograunrnamie pulse generator
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output (Pig 4.12) is low. in standby mode, the detection of ai 
received signal triggers the acquisition control circuit . The 
received signal state detector is given in Fig 4.14 and is explained 
later. The triggering of the acquisition circuit initiates the 
programmable timer (2) (Fig 4.12), i^ich produces a high state at its 
output lasting for a predetermined time interval equal to multiples 
of Tfc,. The timer output is applied to a 2-input AND gate whose other 
input is the output of a 2-input OR gate. The OR gate inputs are the 
mutually exclusive leetd/lag detector output pulses. Consequently, 
the appearance of a lead or lag pulse during the acquisition time 
interval, v^ich is controlled by timer 2, will trigger the
programmable pulse generator eis shown in Fig 4.12. The pulse
generator is derived from a 12MHz signal provided by the crystal 
oscillator and it produces for each trigger pulse a pre-determined 
number of pulses P. Thus, during acquisition, for each lead or lag 
pulse the count in the averaging up/down counter is advanced or 
retarded by P steps ( instecid of one step during tracking ), cis can be 
concluded by investigating Fig 4.12. This effectively reduces the 
counting length to M/P amd speeds up the acquisition time by a factor 
proportional to P. The maximum value of P is governed by the one shot 
multivibrators (OMV - Fig 4.12) output pulse width and cam be 100 at
most. The programmable timer 2 and pulse generator circuits are
e3q>lalned in Appendix 4.4
At the start of a tramsmission the maximum phauae excursion the 
clock recovery circuit should go through to achieve locking is 180®. 
Hence, the maximum acquisition interval time, T^, is given by;
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180
=  — -------------------------------------  secondsHD
de —  P ± phase drift rate (degrees/sec)
. . . (4.3)
where dS ( f^yM)P represents the rate of phase correction and the ± 
sign in the denominator depends on whether the phase drift and the 
correction steps are in the same ( + ) or opposite (-) directions. Thus 
T^, using the previous circuit parameters (de - 2.376®, M - 256), 
while the acquisition circuit is inactive (P-1), assuming that a 
preamble signal composed of a sequence of alternate marks amd spaces 
at the beginning of tramsmission at a rate of 2. 4kbit/sec amd given a 
maximum frequency difference of ±0.024Hz between the receiver amd 
tramsmitter clocks, is equal to 5.83 seconds or 13.16 seconds 
depending on whether the phame drift and correction steps are in the 
same or opposite directions respectively. It is evident from 
equation 4.3 that cam be decreased by increasing P. The decision 
on a value of P amd consequently T^ depends on the user choice amd 
type of data application.
The acquisition circuit, in addition to its importance at the 
start of tramsmission, can also play a useful role during tracking. 
This role is a result of the faiding nature of mobile radio 
tramsmission. When the signal goes through a deep fade, the local 
clock will flywheel during the fade period. The bit integrity of the 
received signal will be maintained as long as the receiver clock does 
not go through a cycle slip with respect to the transmitter clock. In 
the above circuit cycle slip would occur if the local clock drifts for 
more tham ±180®. Assuming a frequency difference of ±0.024Hz, this 
cycle slip takes place if the received signal remains absent for more
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than 20 seconds. A deep fade duration of 20 seconds, although 
possible, cannot be considered as a ccxnmon occurrence. However, deep 
fades of several seconds duration can occur, leading to a 
proportional phase drift (at 0.024Hz frequency difference the phcuse 
drifts at a rate of 8.6®/sec). Thus, when the signal recovers from a 
relatively long fade there will be a re-acquis it ion time lapse during 
which bit errors • result from the excessive timing error. The 
reacquis it ion time can be reduced by resetting the recovery circuit 
to the stand-by mode whenever the loss of signal is detected. The 
loss of signal detection is performed by the same circuit Which 
detects the signal prsence and whose action is e3q>lained in the 
following section.
When the acquisition circuit is used to speed up phcise locking 
after a deep faule, the acquisition time should be made proportional 
to the fade duration. This will prevent an increaLsing number of false 
leaid-lag commands being produced if the recovery is immediately 
followed by another, not necessarily deep, fade. A fade duration 
estimator circuit which would control the programmable timer 2 cam be 
built around the signal state detector eiqplained in the following 
section.
The Rayleigh fading simulator used in testings has a minimum 
fading rate (eiq>ressed as the maximum doppler shift fp) of 0.15Hz. 
Tests have shown that at this fading rate the acquisition circuit 
would not contribute in improving system error rate performance. 
However, in practical situations where deep fades can last for 
several seconds, its contribution in improving digital receptioin 
performance is evident.
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4.5.3 Received Signal State Detector
Pig 4.14 illustrates the signal state detector function diagram. 
Its operation is based on a race between two positive edge triggered 
counters, one counting clock pulse and the other counting transitions 
in the demodulated baseband signal. in high signal to noise ratio 
conditions, the clock counter will be counting faster than the signal 
transition counter. As the signal to noise ratio decreases, extra 
pulses due to noise appeëur in the demodulated signal and the latter 
counter starts counting faster them the first.
The detector counters, which are 12 stages long, are designed to 
have each two predetermined counting limits. one in each is 
activated while the circuit is in stand-by mode, amd the other While 
it is in tracking mode. The first should be short to minimise 
detection time. The counting limits during tracking should be made 
longer to prevent the signal detector frcwn changing its state when 
the signal suffers from a deep but relatively short fade vdiich does 
not cause excessive phase drift, and thus causing an interruption of 
the message until signal presence detection is re-established. The 
operation of the signal state detector can be understood by studying 
Pig 4.14. The choice of counting limits depends on the average
number of transitions caused by the noise in the demodulated signal 
in conjunction with the type of data coding used and data 
application.
4.6 Coherent Demodulator Design
The coherent MSK demodulator structure and its references 
recovery circuit were previously studied in Chapter 3. Their block 
diagrams are given in Figs 3.25 and 3.26 respectively. The following
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practical realisation of the coherent MSK demodulator is based on the 
above study.
4.6.1 Refrences amd Clock Recovery
At the MSK receiver front-end output (Pig 4.8), the signal is 
converted to TTL voltage levels before processing for reference 
recovery. The signaLL squairing, ie. frequency doubling, is performed 
in a 2-input EXDR gate. Whose inputs are the signal auid its delayed 
version. The time delay is accomplished by passing the received 
signal through six cascaded inverters as shown in Fig 4.15. The 
amount of time delay is not criticaLL, am the phame detectors used in 
the reference recovery circuit base their decisions on the phase 
difference between the signal's negative edges irrespective of their 
waveforms. The signal frequency spectrum at the output of the 
digitally frequency doubler is illustrated in Fig 4.16(a), where the 
modulating data is a pseudo random sequence ( 511 bits ) and in 
Pig 4.16(b) where the modulating data is a sequence of • alternate 
marks and spaces. In both spectrum traces the modulating data bit 
rate is 2. 4kbit/sec. The MSK signal was produced using the 
quadrature modulator e^lained at the beginning of this chapter. The 
agreement between the practical spectrum of the squared MSK signal 
and the theoretical and practical frequency spectrums of Sunde's FSK 
signal (CPPSK-h*l) given in Fig 3.10(c) and Fig 3.11(c) respectively 
is evident.
The coherent demodulator reference frequencies, represented by 
spectrum line components at twice the mark amd space MSK signal 
frequencies (911.2 and 908.8kHz respectively) in Fig 4.16(a) are 
recovered in two phaee locked loops, each centred around one of the
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frequencies. By investigating Fig 4.16(b), which represents a worst 
case operation condition from frequency selectivity point of view, it 
is possible to conclude that acquisition and tracking bamdwidths of 
each loop should be smaller than ± • This requirement is
essential to prevent either of the loops from falsely locking to the 
carrier frequency or other clock related harmonic components in the 
modulated MSK signal. Furthermore, to prevent the VCO frequency from 
drifting outside the pre-specified loop bamdwidth, it should be a 
voltage controlled crystail oscillator, VC30O, which provides the best 
possible stability compared to IC or PC based oscillators.
The block diagram of a customaory second order phatse locked loop 
having an active low pass filter and which incorporates a divider of 
division ratio X at the output of the VCO is shown in Fig 4.17. Ihe 
closed loop tramsfer function is well knownC^'^] to be equal tot
G(s) -
2T)(UnS + 
s* + 2T)<*>nS + . . . (4.4)









In equations (4.5) and (4.6), is the phase detector conversion 
gain in volts per radiam, Kq  is the VCO conversion gain in radiams per 
second per volt, X is the divider division ratio and R^, R^ amd c are
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the active filter component values as indicated in Fig 4.17. 
Equations (4.5) and (4.6) represent the phase locked loop design 
equations. The loop characteristics, although will differ depending 
on the type of phase detector used, are completely described by w^, t)/
Kq  and X.
The division by X is usually accomplished using binary dividers 
and hence can only have an integer value. Therefore, When a VCXD is 
used its centre frequency (determined by the crystal resonance 
frec[uency) should be an integer multiple of the reference frequency. 
In MSK reference recovery, although for some values of bit rates it is 
possible to find standard commercial crystals that satisfy the above 
condition for 2fm or 2fg, it is difficult to find one Which satisfies 
it for both or two crystals each for one of them. Thus, in most causes 
at least one will have to be especially ordered, if not two. 
Furthermore, once the VCXD's crystals are chosen, the bit rates the 
demodulator cam accept camnot be easily chamged except within the 
very restricted limits Which changing X may offer.
To overccmme these limitations, am uncommon phase locked loop 
structure waus used for MSK reference recovery. The complete PLL 
circuit function diagram is illustrated in Fig 4.18. The only 
difference between this loop structure amd that of the common PLL 
shown in Fig 4.17 is the use of a frequency synthesiser ais a divider 
in place of a simple binary divider. The use of a frequency 
synthesiser allows the division by a fractional number instead of 
only integers in case of a simple binary divider. The synthesiser 
output frequency fy is given by:
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* -  fo . . .  (4.7)
Where is the VCXD frequency and J amd H are the division ratios of 
the programmable binaury dividers am indicated in Fig 4.17. The VCXD, 
Whose circuit is given in Appendix 4.5, uses a stamdard commercial 
10. 7MHz crystal. The dividers used cam be programmed to have a 
division ratio vaurying between 1 to 256 in the came of the J divider 
amd 1 to 4096 in the came of the H divider. Thus, by properly 
choosing the values of J amd H, it is possible for the loop to lock to 
a wide ramge of reference frequencies.
The frequency synthesiser PLL is a HEF4046 single chip PLL^^]. 
Its VCO is of an RC type whose gauLn factor is very much higher tham 
that of the main loop. The loop filter component vailues were auljusted 
so that the synthesizer loop naturaü. frequency is very much greater 
than that of the main loop amd at the same time having a damping 
factor vdiich causes neither oscillatory nor slow transient 
performamce. Consequently, the synthesiser loop acquisition amd 
tracking bamdwidth aire much laurger tham that of the main loop.
The two M S K  references ( 2f^ and 2fg) recovery loops are exactly 
equivatlent except for the divider's settings J amd H. For a 
modulating data rate of 2.4kbit/sec, 2fg, amd 2 fg at the input of the 
recovery PLL's are equal to 911.2 and 908.8 respectively. The 
division ratios, J amd H, vrere set to 58 and 681 in the case of 2f^ 
amd 49 amd 577 in the came of 2fg respectively. The meamured 
VCXO-synthesiser combination frquency versus voltage characteristics 
in both loops are given in Fig 4.19. The vertical axis represents the 
difference between the loop's centre frequencies, 2f^ (911.2kHz) amd
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2fg (908.8kHz), and the frequency corresponding to the control 
voltage value given in the horizontal axis. From Fig 4.19 an 
approximate value for the gain factor Kq/X is 314 radians/second/volt 
for both loops. Furthermore, it is possible to conclude that the 
maximum tracking and acqusition loops bandwidths, governed by the 
loop dynamic range, is equal to 700Hz.
The phase detector (PD) used in the main loop is a Motorola MC4044 
ic[8]. This is a tristate sequential phame-frequency detector which 
provides the PLL with a frequency acquisition êiidt^î and thus 
improves the overall demodulator performamce in fading conditions. 
The detector gain factor am given in is equai to 0.12 volts per 
radiam.
Given .the above values of K^/X amd (315, 0.12), equations
(4.5) amd (4.6) were used to calculate the loop filter component 
values (Ri, R2 and C) for prespecified values of amd t). The loop 
damping factor warn fixed at 0.7 which represents a compromise between 
fast tramsient response and oscillatory transient response. To 
evaluate the effect of references recovery PLL characteristics 
( described by after fixing r), Kq, K<j, and X in equations (4.5) and
(4.6)) on MSK demodulator performance under different tramsmission 
conditions, the filter components were calculated for four values of 
u>n, 100, 50, 20 and 10 rad/second. • For > 100 the loop
characteristics were limited by its dynamic ramge, while for < 10 
by the DC offsets instabilities in the operational amplifiers used.
The phase locked loop's outputs, 2f„| and 2fg, are then processed 
to produce the reference signals for coherent MSK demodulation, as
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shown in Fig 4.15. The two outputs are first divided by 2 using 
D-type flip/flops whose outputs are summed in two wide band
operational amplifiers (op-amp). The two inputs of one of the
summers are the non-inverted outputs from the two dividers. The 
other summer inputs are the non-invert ed output of one of the 
dividers and the inverted output of the other divider, as can be seen 
in Fig 4.15. Thus, one of the summers is performing the summation 
while the other is performing the auldition to produce I amd Q chamnel 
reference signals.
Ihe I&D, S&H amd bit interleaver timing signal is recovered by 
applying the non-inverted divider's outputs to a 2-input EXDR gate 
which performs the multiplication operation. The EXDR gate output is 
then passed through am RC low pass filter to remove high frequency 
conponents and the low frequency signal (fb/2) is applied to TTL 
voltage levels converter before using it to control the timing of 
data recovery operations illustrated in Fig 4.20.
The data receiver clock ( ^ )  vbich samples the bit interleaver
output amd controls the differential decoding process amd any
subsequent digital processing can be recovered by multiplying the two 
PLLs' output as shown in Fig 3.26. However, in the fading environment 
as the received signal disappears during deep faides the recovered 
clock signaJ. will skip severaLI cycles before the reference recovery 
phase locked loops re-establish locking. Consequently, receiver bit 
integrity will be lost during deep fades. To overcome this problem 
without the need to periodically tramsmit synchronisation words, the 
data receiver clock is recovered using the clock recovery circuit 
used in case of the non-coherent receiver. The reference signal
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supplied to the clock recovery circuit is the low pass filtered EXOR 
gate output ft/2 used for the data recovery operation timing. This 
signal is equivalent to a sequence of alternate marks and spaces and 
produces f^ transitions per second When passed through the clock 
recovery circuit data transition detector. Hence, the recovery
circuit maximum locking bandwidth will be given by equation (4.2) and 
is equal to ±0.062Hz for a 2. 4kbit/second data signal and the 
recovery circuit parameters given previously, irrespective of the 
random modulating data.
4.6.2 Coherent Data Recovery
The data recovery circuit function diagram is illustrated in 
Fig 4.20. The recovered I and Q chamnel reference signals are 
multiplied with the. 455kHz MSK signal using amalogue multipliers. 
Hie multipliers* circuit is given in Appendix 4.6. The multipliers 
inverted and non-invert ed outputs are then passed through paussive RC 
filters to remove high frequency components amd then applied to 
difference operational anplifiers. The coherently demodulated MSK I 
amd Q chamnels basebamd eye patterns appeauring at the output of the 
difference amplifiers are shown in the photograph in Fig 4.21 for a 
511 pseudo random modulating data having a 2.4kbit/second bit rate. 
The 455kHz ceramic IF filter 3dB bandwidth is equal to approximately 
twice the bit rate.
The bamebamd I-Q signals are then processed in two identical l&D 
and S&H circuits whose operation is similar to those used in the 
non-coherent demodulator. Following the S&H circuits the signal is 
applied to a threshold detector (zero level detector) whose output 
voltage levels are those of a TTL signal. The recovered I-Q data
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outputs are then interleaved in the bit interleaver, whose output is 
sampled by the recovered data clock. Finally, the recovered data is 
differentially decoded to reproduce the original transmitted data eus 
can be seen in Fig 4.20. The I-Q channels operation and their





The voltage transfer function of the pheuse shift circuit is given
byt
G(jw)
1 - ]RCw 
1 + ]RCw
which represents that of a first order all pass network. The phase 
angle of the output voltage is given byi
4» = tan—a.
-2RCW
Thus, by changing the resistance R the output signal phase delay can 
be adjusted so as to bring the two signals in phase coincidence and 
hence compensating for the low pass filter (Fig 4.2) phase delay. Two 
casc2u3ed stages were used for this purpose. In the second stage the 
resistance R is a multiturn variable resistance to accommodate for a 
range (lkHz-2.8kHz) of modulating data clock frequency.
The same circuit is also used to provide a 90® phase shift in the
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Q-sinusoidal reference weighting signal with respect to the 
I-channel. A single stage is used with a multitum varicüt>le resistor 



















R4 Switch is ON if
Control Logic is High
The relation between the output and input voltages of the 
inverter/non-inverter circuit is given by:
R, + R:
1 - R, + R.
1 -
where R* represents the on or off resistance of the analogue switch 
By choosing R^ “ R^ the above equation becomes:
e . 1 . . . (A4.2.1)
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When the analogue switch is in the ON position, << R3 and equation 
A4.2.1 can be reduced to %
So » - 6i
ie. the input signal is multiplied by -1. When the analogue switch is 
in the OFF position, R^ >> R^ and equation A4.2.1 can be reduced tot
«0 = ei
ie. the input signal is multiplied by +1 .
Thus, by allowing the inverted binary I/Q data to control the 




MSK MODULATOR CARRIER MULTIPLIER
The sinusoidally weighted data multiplication by the carrier 
signal in the I and Q channels is accomplished ' by using a high 
frequency balanced modulator IC. This IC is an MC1496C2] and the 


































The programmable timers ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) and the programmable pulse 
generator in Fig 4.11 circuits are similar. The only difference
between them lies in the output point used.
The above figures show the circuit function amd timing dia.grams. 
The circuit active operation period is controlled by the value of the 
programmable divider division ratio N. The timing diagram is shown 
for N-5. The control clock is the 2.^cHz local cloOc signal in the 
case of timers (1) and (2) and the l2MHz local oscillator output in 
the cause of the prograunmable pulse generator as cam be seen in Fig
4.12. The programmable timer (1) uses O/Pl while (2) uses 0/P2. The
programmable pulse generator uses 0/P3.
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APPENDIX 4.5













Voltage Control Input Static Voltage Input
The static voltage is adjusted to make the VCXO centre frequency 
equivalent to the mid—control voltage value. The circuit was also 
used to produce the CPFSK signal shown in Fig 3.11 by applying the 
modulating data signal to the circuit control voltage. The deviation 
ratio is adjusted by changing the amplitude of the modulating data 




The circuit used to multiply the recovered I/Q references by the 
received MSK signal in the coherent demodulator (Fig 4.20) is based 
on an MC1495 IC which is a wideband monolithic four-quadrant analogue 
multiplier[2]. The following figure gives the multiplier circuit 
diagram.
Recovered Reference
M C 1 4 9 5 L
Received MSK 
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Figure 4.1(a) Indirect Modulation
Figure 4.1(b) Direct Modulation
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(b) Timing Diagram.
Figure ^ .3 Modulator Data Splitter 
1 3 2  .
Horizontal: ImSec/Div. - Vertical: 0.5V/Div.











Figure 4.5 Inphase and Quadrature Carrier Generation
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Figure 4.6 MSK Modulator Output Waveform,
155.
Horizontal: IKHz/Div. , Centre Frequency: 10.7MHz , 
Vertical: lOdB/Div.
(a) Bit Rate (fy)= l.ZKHz.
Horizontal , Centre Frequency & Vertical as in (a),
(b) Bit Rate (f^)= 2.4KHz.
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Lead Detector Output-Glock Edges Lead Baseband Transitions Edge.
Lag Detector Output- Clock Edges Lag Baseband Signal Transitions Edges 
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(a) Modulating Data is Random.
(b) Modulating Data is Alternate Marks & Spaces,
Horizontal:lKHz/Div.-Vertical:10dB/Div,-Centre Frquency:910KHz










Figure 4.17 Second Order Phase Locked Loop.
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Figure 4.18 Reference Recovery Phase Locked Loop Circuit.
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(f — fm) Hz
K /X = 50 Hz/Volt
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Horizontal : 0 .2 mSec/Div.
Vertical : 5V/Div,
Figure 4.21 Coherent MSK Demodulator I and Q Channels 
Eye Patterns.
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r^/2 - Figure 4.15.
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1 X  3 X ~1 X  7 X  9 X~~ii~~X 13
S&H Output,
Z > — C D — d > — C D — C D — C D — C D — d
OR Gate Input - Figure 4.20.
Q - C H A N N E L
Invertedlnverted f^/2.
I&D Control Signal.
>c 2 >r 4 X  6~x  8 X 10 X î2~y
I&D Output
S&H Control Signal.
4 y  6 y  i ~ D < 10 y  12
S&H Output.
< 2 > — C D — C D — C D — C D -
OR Gate Input - Figure 4.20.
X  ) 0 2 C 2 X 3 X ^ D > < f 5 X 6 ^ ^
Bit Interleaver Output.
Recovered iJata Clock.
Figure 4.22 Coherent Demodulator Data Recovery Timing Diagram
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
A vide range of bench tests, simulating typical mobile radio 
transmission conditions, was carried out to evaluate the performance 
of the MSK modulation scheme. MSK signal generation as well aa 
coherent and non-coherent detection was accomplished using the 
modulator amd demodulators discussed in the previous chapter. In 
this chapter the test conditions will be ei^lained, and the results 
of the measurements discussed.
In all tests the noise introduced to the system wau3 additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The noise is added to the MSK signal at 
the 10.7MHz input to the demodulator. The noise source used and its 
characteristics are discussed in Appendix 5.1.
A binary data transmission test set, model lcc-220 wcus used in 
all tests as a data source euid for error counting. The modulator 
clock was supplied by the test set while at the demodulator the clock 
was recovered from the received signal. The clock recovery circuit 
was left in its tracking mode during all tests.
The data sequence used for test runs was a 511 bit pseudo-random 
sequence as recommended by the CCITT^^]. The transmission rate used 
in all tests was 2.4kbit/sec (ie. the clock freqpjency used was 
2.4kHz) and the local receiver clock was adjusted to be within 
±0.024 Hz of the transmitter clock. The nuirüDer of bit errors was 
counted for 10® transmitted bits, which represents 7 minutes
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transmission period at bit rate of 2.4kbit/sec. At low error rates 
(PE < 10” ®) the points shown in PE versus Ê j/Nq  curves represents the 
average of error counts In several 7 minute runs.
5.2 Signal to Noise Ratio Measurement
The received signal to noise ratio (SNR) was mecusured at the 
receiver 455kHz IF filter output, as illustrated in Fig 5.4. in order 
to compare the results of probability of error (PE) against SNR 
measurements with the theoretical data discussed in Chapter 3, the 
measured SNR was later reflected to its bauseband equivalent EjyTÏQ 
according to the following equationi
Eb C Bn
s s  -  ^  i r  • • • ( 5  1 )
Where
C - average carrier power or modulated signal average total
power,
fb - transmitted data bit rate,
N “ average noise power measured at the IF filter output,
and Bn  “ IF filter noise equivalent bandwidth.
The filter noise equivalent bandwidth is shown in Pig 5.1 euid is 
defined as the bandwidth of an ideal rectangular filter that would 
pass as much white noise power as the filter under consideration, 
their centre frequencies and maximum cumplitude gain being equalt2]. 
Hence, the relation between Bn  and the filter magnitude transfer 
function IH(f)| is :
1 "
®N T H ( f c ) ! ^  I . . .  (5.2)
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where I H ( )I is the function value at the filter centre frequency.
The MSK demodulator 455kHz IF filter magnitude treuisfer function 
is shown in Fig 5.2. The filter noise equivalent bsmdwidth was 
determined by calculating the area under the filter squared magnitude 
charaicteristics and finding the bandwidth of the rectangulsur filter 
whose centre frequency is 455 and magnitude tremsfer characteristics 
equal to IH( f^) | that delivers the same area. Accordingly, ^  was 
found to be approximately equal to 5.6kHz, ie. = 2.33fb
= 2.4kHz).
The MSK signal and noise voltages were measured at the IF filters 
output using an rms voltmeter as shown in Pig 5.4. Mathwich et alt3] 
have shown, by conqputing the fraction of the total modulated MSK 
signal power falling outside a certain bandwidth, that 99. per cent of 
the power of a non-filtered MSK signal is contained within a 
bandwidth of 1.15^. Thus, given the wide bcmdwidth of the IF 
demodulator filter used, the average signal power at the filter 
output can be considered equal to that of the carrier. Consequently, 
Eb/^o wcis calculated using equation (5.1) as follows %
Eb (Vnns)gig„ai 5.6
—  = 20 log^^
( ̂ uns ̂ noise + 10 Log^o 2.4
. . (5.3)
The same IF filter, whose characteristics axe given in Fig 5.2, 
linear amplitude scale, and Fig 5.3, amplitude scale in dS, was used 
in all tests unless otherwise mentioned. Changing the SNR (hence 
Eb/No) was accomplished by varying the signal level whilst keeping 
the noise level at a constant value.
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5.3 Widebaind MSK Performance in the Presence of AWGN
Pig 5.4 illustrates the block diagpram of the experimental set-up 
to measure PE versus Eb/No a wideband MSK signal in the presence 
of AWGN. The PE was measured for both coherent and non-coherent 
demodulators. The IP filter amplitude and time delay chauracteristics 
are shown in Pig 5.3. Looking at the eye pattern of the non-coherent 
and the coherent demodulators, shown in Pigs 4.9 and 4.21 
respectively, reveal» that no noticeable inter-symbol interference 
(ISI) is being introduced by the demodulator IF filter.
The results of the measurements are plotted in Fig 5.5 for the 
coherent demodulator, with the reference recovery PLL's natural 
frequency = lOreid/sec, and for the non-coherent demodulator. Also 
shown in this figure is the theoretical performances of ideal DEMSK 
(differentially encoded coherent MSK) and MSK using either limiter 
discriminator or differential detectors as given in [*].
At vailues of Eb/N^ > 8dB the coherent demodulator ( =
lOrad/sec) performance is approximately O.SdB worse than the ideal 
coherent demodulator theoretical performance. The theoretical PE 
performzmce of DEMSK was calculated assuming an ideal reference 
recovery loop producing eui infinite phase reference SNR (a). Cruz et 
al[5] have shown that when a second order phase locked loop is used 
and for high values of a, the signal to noise ratio in the case of MSK 




No No  ̂ Bn
Eb Eb 2fb
. . . (5.4)
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where Eb/No and have been defined previously amd 8^ is the
pheuae locked loop noise bandwidth. For the second order PLL shown in 




n + 4T) Hz . . .  (5.5)
Using equations (5.4) and (5.5), a can be calculated for the MSK 
demodulator reference recovery PLL described in the previous chapter, 
assuming that the loop synthesiser acts as a sinqple frequency 
divider, for different values of and Eb/No. Hence for = 10 
rad/sec and Eb/No = 8dB (ie. PE = 10”®), a = 27.8dB.
Recalling Fig 3.31 giving the performance degradation as a 
function of a for MSK at PE ** 10”®, it is possible to conclude that at 
a - 27.8dB the performance degradation is around 0.02dB.
Consequently, the 0.8dB difference between the ideal amd practical 
coherent demodulator's performamce can be mainly considered as an 
implementation loss. . The further deterioration in the coherent 
demodulator performance due to increasing is shown in Fig 5.6.
Finally, it is possible to notice from Pig 5.5 that the 
perforroamce of the non-coherent MSK detector (FM quadrature 
discriminator) is very close to the theoretical performance of either 
the limiter discriminator or differential detector as given in [*3.
5.4 Effect of Bandlimiting on the MSK Signal
The use of a tramsmitter filter in order to limit the rauiiated 
signal spectrum will chamge the characteristics of the modulated 
signal. Bamdlimiting will cause generation of amplitude fluctuations
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in the originally constant amplitude MSK signal, the amount of 
fluctuation being dependent on the ratio between the filter bandwidth 
and the data bit rate. Furthermore, bandlimiting amd delay 
distortion introduced by the filter will cause ISI, thus degrading 
the PE performance with different degrees depending on the 
demodulation mechamism and the filter chauracteristics.
The MSK signal was bamdlimited by inserting a 10.7MHz crystal 
filter at the modulator output, followed by a buffer-aunplifier stage. 
The filter used is a commercial 8 pole crystal filter of the type 
usually employed in SSB applications. From the filter
chauracteristics shown in Fig 5.7 it is possible to conclude that the 
3dB filter bamdwidth (83^5 ) equal approximately to 2.25kHz, amd 
that the delay distortion introduced by the filter can be considered 
quadratic. The maximum delay distortion given by the difference in 
delay at mid-band amd the edge of the tramsmission band (given by the 
3dB point) is equal to approximately imsec.
5.4.1 Generation of Amplitude Fluctuation
The bandlimited MSK waveform is shown in Fig 5.8 for three values 
of Bgds/fb ratio. The percentage of amplitude fluctuation, defined 
as the percentage of the ratio of the difference between the maucimum 
and the minimum signal aunplitudes to the maximum amplitude, is 19% 
for Bgag/fB » 2 (ie. f^ = 1.125 kbit/sec), 26% for 83^3/^b “ 1.5 
(ie. fb - 1.5 kbit/sec), amd 48% for B3ag/fb * 0.94 (ie. -
2.4kbit/sec ). However, the latter is less than that of bandlimited 
OQPSK (66% - B3(gg/fb = 2.4) discussed in Chapter 3.
The spectrum of the unfiltered MSK modulator output is shown in
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Fig 5.9(a). The filtered MSK signal spectrum is illustrated in Fig 
5.9(b). The same figure shows the signal spectrum after being passed 
through a VHP (165MHz) polar loop transmitter. The polar loop 
tramsmitter is a technique for power amplification, which ha» been 
developed at the University of Bath, that maintains amplification 
liearity while achieving the efficiency of a class C power 
cunplifiert®]. Finally, the spectrum of the filtered MSK signal at 
the output of a conventional Claes C amplifier is illustrated in Fig 
5.9(c). The réintroduction of out-of-band rauliation, to a level 
approximately equal to that of the pre-filtered signal, is evident 
frcxn this figure.
5.4.2 Bandlimited MSK Signal PE Performance
The same experimental arr«mgements shown in Fig 5.4, except for 
the inclusion of the crystal filter at the modulator output, were
t
used to measure PE versus Eij/Nq  of the bandlimited MSK signal. The 
meêmurements were carried out for both coherent and non-coherent 
demodulators.
The effect of filtering cam be predicted by monitoring the 
demodulator's eye patterns. These are shown in Fig 5.10. The 
coherent demodulator eye patterns suffer slight distortion, thus 
slight performâmes degradation cam be predicted. On the contrary, 
the non-coherent demodulator eye pattern opening ham deteriorated 
severely, thus it is possible to conclude that the PE performance 
will similarly show severe degrauSation.
The measured PE versus E^/No curves for both demodulators are 
shown in Fig 5.11. The coherent demodulator performance ha» been
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degraded by approximately idB. This closely agrees with the 
theoretical value predicted by Fig 3.27 for the MSK signal. The 
non-coherent demodulator performauice degradation is approximately 6dB 
at high Eb/No values. This is 0.6dB more than the theoretical value 
given in Fig 3.28 in case of a limiter discriminator detector for 
d/Tb - 2.4. However, this performance is still more than 4dB less 
than the theoretical performance degradation of DQPSK for the same 
amount of delay distortion as can be concluded from Fig 3.28.
Furthermore, by decreasing the bit rate to 1. 5kbit/sec 
(ie. Baag/fb “ 1.5, d / %  - 1.5) the performance can be expected to 
improve considerably. The reason for this is that at this fitter 
bandwidth the MSK signal main lobe which contains more than 99% of the 
signal powerful is being passed. The predicted improvement in 
performance is supported by the increased opening of the demodulator 
eye pattern illustrated in Fig 5.10(c) for B^^g/fb - 1.5.
5.5 Effect of Fading and Random FM Noise on PE Performance of MSK
Modulation
A VHF (165MHz) Rayleigh fading simulator Wcis used to study the 
effect of multipath transmission on PE performamce of MSK modulation. 
The simulator Wcis developed by the wo If son research group at the 
University of Bath and is based on the simulation principle described 
in [9]. The output of the simulator represents the envelope amd phase 
of a Rayleigh fading signal which is the condition frequently 
encountered in mobile radio transmission as wa» mentioned in 
Chapter 2.
Fig 5.12 illustrates the block diagram for the e3q>erimental
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set-up to measure the system performance in the presence of simulated 
mobile radio multipath transmission.
To evaluate the performance of the polar loop tramsmitter when 
used for amplification of MSK signal, a set of PE versus Eb/M^ 
meaisurements was taken in the absence of the fading simulator. The 
results agreed closely with those shown in Fig 5.5. A second set of 
measurements was taiken for the bandlimited MSK signal ivhich agreed 
with those taken in the absence of the polair loop transmitter and 
shown in Fig 5.11. These meamurements demonstrated the suitability 
of the polar loop techniq[ue for handling linear power amplification 
of the MSK signal.
The PE versus ( Eb/No )o measurements were carried out for six 
different fading rates (defined as the meucimum doppler shift, fg) -
0.15, 1, 2, 10, 20 and 100 Hz. (Eb/No)o represents the base-band 
equivalent of the received SNR averaged over the Rayleigh fading 
level. An approximate measurement of this quantity was carried out 
by using zm r.m.s. voltmeter which responds to the average value of 
the input signal and setting the fading simulator at its maximum rate 
value (150Hz). ( Eb/No)o was later calculated according to equation
(5.3).
The results of these measurements are plotted in Figs 5.13(a) to 
(f) for the coherent ( %  = 10, 50 and 100) and non-coherent
demodulators and the above values of fading rates. Also illustrated 
in these figures are curves showing the theoretical performance of 
DEMSK and I»1SK (differentially demodulated MSK) and LMiSK (MSK 
demodulated using limiter-discriminator detector) as previously given
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in Chapter 3 in fading and non-fading conditions. A close study of 
these figures (5.13(a) - (f)) leads to the following conclusions.
At low failing rates (fg = 0.15, IHz), ie. slow fading conditions, 
the practical performance of the non-coherent detector is generally 
within l-2dB of the theoretical performance of OMSK and The
coherent demodulator is within 2-3dB of DEMSK. These differences 
between theoretical and practical results can be considered 
reasonable given the practical difficulty in accurately measuring the 
average value of (Eb/N^). However, in general the non-coherent 
demodulator shows a slight advantage over the coherent one (all 
values of This conclusion can be made because the PE
measurements in all ' cases were taken for the same signal attenuator 
settings, ie. exactly equal (Eb/No)q  values. This advsmtage can be 
explained by excess errors occurring during reacquisition intervals 
of the reference's recovery phase locked loops, taking place after 
the signal has been lost during a deep fade. The recovery is 
instantaneous .in the case of the non-coherent detector. Furthermore, 
it is difficult to distinguish between the performance of the 
coherent demodulator for different values of Although the
recovery time will decrease cU9 is increased, thus leading to less 
errors, the errors will be more at any fade level as %  increases. 
Thus, it can be expected that on average the saune number of errors are 
produced for all values of considered. This remark is baused on 
observing the results of the coherent demodulator plotted in Fig 5.13 
and applies for the rauige of values of %  considered(lO-lOO rad/sec). 
Generalising this conclusion for values outside this ramge will need 
further investigation.
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As the fading rate increases, the effect of ramdom FM noise 
becomes apparent and ultimately leads to am irreducible error rate at 
high (Eb/No)o values as cam be seen in Figs 5.l3(c)-(f). The
deterioration in PE performamce staurts at earlier values of fp in the 
cause of coherent demodulator compared to the non-coherent one, and at 
smaLLler vailues of tham higher ones. However, at vailues of (Eb/No)o
where the effect of signal level fau3ing is predominamt, the 
performance curves of both demodulators revert to the same pattern 
discussed previously.
To investigate the irreducible PE due to random FM noise the 
noise source was removed amd the error rates were meausured versus the 
fading rate. The results of these meausurements are illustrated in
Fig 5.14 for the coherent ( %  - 10, 20, 50 and 100) amd the
non-coherent demodulators. Also shown in this figure are the 
theoretical performamces of the limiter-discriminator amd the 
differential detectors when used to demodulate an MSK signal in the 
presence of random FM noise, as given in equations (3.40) amd (3.41) 
respectively. For values of 2fQ > 20 the performamce curve of the 
non-coherent demodulator • lies between that of the limiter- 
discriminator amd the differential detectors.
The differential detection operation relies on comparing the 
signal with its delayed version, ie. the demodulation reference is 
the delayed replica of the signal. Consequently, in the presence of 
random FM noise, where the signal phause chamges its value in a random 
mamner, the smaller the detector time delay element the quicker it 
will be able to track the random phaise changes. The limiter-
discriminator detection mechanism can be approximated by that of a
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differential detector whose time delay element is zeroC^^l. This 
explains the better theoretical performance of the limiter 
discriminator detector as compared with the differential detector, 
whose time delay element is equal to % ,  as depicted in Fig 5.14.
The non-coherent demodulator, which is an FM quadrature 
discriminator detector, is equivalent to a differenticil CPFSK 
detector Whose 90® phause shift circuit and delay line (Fig 3.23(b)) 
are the quaidrature coil. The time delay generated by the quaidrature 
coil used in non-coherent detection of thé MSK signal is less tham the 
bit interval %  ( %  = 0.42 msec). Therefore its performamce is better 
tham the theoretical performamce of the differential detector, but 
not as good as that of the limiter discriminator, for values of 
2fo > 20.
For the same values of fp (2fo > 20) the performamce of the 
coherent demodulator improves rapidly aus fg decreases in a pattern 
similair to that of the non-coherent demodulator, am cam be seen in Fig 
5.14. Furthermore, the number of errors at any value of f^ decreases 
as Wn increames. This is a logicatl result amd is explained by the 
fact that increasing speeds up the reference recovery phase locked 
loop’s tracking of the ramdom phase changes in the signal. However, 
for the highest value of %  ( 100 rad/sec ), the coherent demodulator 
performamce is considerably worse tham that of the non-coherent 
demodulator.
A further increame in will close the gap between their
performamces ais the loops response to the ramdom phase chamges will 
become quicker. in addition, it is possible that the frequency
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synthesiser used as a frequency divider leads to a slower overall 
loop response to ramdom phase chamges. It cam be expected that a loop 
with a simple binaory divider would offer a better performamce. 
Unfortunately, no esqperimental or theoretical data on the effect of 
reference recovery phame locked loops natural frequency on the 
peformamce of coherent MSK in the presence of ramdom FM noise is 
available. Therefore, it is not possible to establish a more precise 
conclusion on the performamce of this paurticulaur loop structure in 
the presence of ramdom FM noise.
For values of Zf^ < 20 the improvement in performamce of both 
demodulators as fg decreases becomes much more grau3ual. This is due 
to the excess ramdom phause changes generated by the fading simulator 
at these low values of fp.
5.6 Effect of Co-Chamnel amd Adjacent Chamnel Interference
The block diagram for the experijnentaLl arramgement used to study 
both co-chamnel amd adjacent Chamnel interference is shown in 
Fig 5.15. In both cases the interfering signaLl was aissumed to be 
another MSK signail having the same bit rate ( 2.43cbit/sec ). The 
interfering signal warn generated by the VC30O, described in 
Appendix 4.5, adjusted to produce a CPFSK signal v^ose deviation 
ratio is 0.5 (ie. MSK signal). The modulating data was produced by a 
pseudo random sequence generator different from the one used to 
produce the in-chamnel data amd having 1048575 bits sequence length. 
The generator clock was within ±0.4Hz of the in-channel data 
generator.
The centre frequency of the VCXO was adjusted to produce a
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co-chamnel interference signal at exactly 10.7MHz. The frequency 
spectra of the in-chamnel amd co-chamnel MSK signals are shown in 
Fig 5.16.
To simulate adjacent chamnel interference the VCXD centre 
frequency was adjusted to produce an MSK signal at 10.705MHz - 
ie. aussuming 5kHz channel spacing. The frequency spectr of the 
in-channel amd adjacent chamnel signals are given in Fig 5.17(a) and 
the spectrum of the signal at the demodulator front end input is shown 
In Fig 5.17(b).
Measurements of PE versus the ratio between the in-chamnel signal 
to the co-chamnel signal (In/Co) amd to the adjacent chamnel signal 
( Ib/Aj) were caorried out for several values of Eb/No by fixing the 
in-chamnel signal level and vaurying the interfering signal level, as 
depicted in Fig 5.15.
The results of these measurements for the co-chamnel interference 
case are shown in Figs 5.18(a), (b) amd (c) for the coherent
demodulator %  « 10, %  * 100 amd the non-coherent demodulator
respectively. These results were used to plot curves giving the 
demodulator's performamce degrauSation, defined as the increase in 
Eb/No needed to achieve the same PE in the presence amd absence of 
interference. The degradation for PE = 10”® is shown in Fig 5.19(a) 
for the coherent demodulator (Wĵ  = 10). Also shown in this figure is 
the theoretical degradation of BPSK and QPSK as given in [H]. MSK 
and QPSK have similair performances. However, the theoretical 
analysis of QPSK and BPSK assumed that the interfering signal is a 
single sinusoid and it was concluded in the same referenceC3 that
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am interference from a source having the power of a single sinusoid 
spread over the chamnel band is more damaging tham a single sinusoid. 
Consequently, it is possible to conclude that the MSK demodulator 
will give relatively better resistance to co-chamnel interference 
tham at least QPSK.
Degraidation curves for PE - 10”* were also plotted for the 
coherent demodulator ( %  - 10, 100) amd the non-coherent demodulator 
to compare their relative performamces in the presence of co-chamnel 
interference. These curves appear in Pig 5.19(b) amd show that the 
three cases have equal resistamce to this type of interference.
The same measurement procedure, described for the co-chamnel 
interference case, was carried to study the effect of aidjacent 
chamnel interfeirence on the demodulator's performamce. No filter was 
used to bamdlimit the tramsmitted signal spectrum. Although this 
might not be the case in a practical situation, it allows to study the 
tolerance of both demodulators to interference amd the role of the 
receiver IF filter in improving this tolerance.
The first set of measurements was taken using the same IF filter 
used throughout all the previous measurements. The results appear in 
Fig 5.20(a) for the coherent demodulator amd Fig 5.20(b) for the 
non-coherent demodulator.
A second set of measurements was taücen for a second IF filter 
whose 3dB bamdwidth is approximately equal to the first one (4.8kHz) 
but has a much faster amplitude attenuation roll-off. The frequency 
spectrum appearing at the output of the two filters for am input white
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noise signal is shown in Fig 5.21 for the two filters.
The second filter achieves higher selectivity while causing a 
slight distortion to the non-coherent eye pattern ae can be seen from 
the photograph in Fig 5.. 22. However, it has no effect on its PE 
performance in the presence of AWGN. This is because the slight ISI 
action introduced by the filter is con$)ensated by the smaller 
receiver noise bamdwidth the latter provides.
The result of the measurements for the coherent demodulator 
(Wn " 10* 1 00) amd the non-coherent demodulator, when the second
filter was en^loyed, are shown in Pigs 5.23(a), (b) amd (c)
respectively. The improvement in resistamce to aidjacent interference 
of both demodulators in the case of the second filter is cleaurly 
evident £xcxa these figures.
The performamce degradation curves aure illustrated in Fig 5.24 
for PE - 10”* in the case of the two filters. For a 2dB degradation, 
the In/Ad ratio will have to be -l2dB in the case of the second filter 
compaured with -7dB in the case of the first filter, when the coherent 
demodulator ( %  “ 10) is employed. This represents a 5dB advamtage 
offered by the second filter. When the first filter was employed the 
degraulation figures for the second amd first filters are -lOdB amd 
-4.6dB, which represents a 5.4 advamtage in the case of the second 
filter.
Another conclusion which cam be drawn from Fig 5.24 is the 
improvement in immunity to adjacent chamnel interfrence offered by 
the coherent demodulator relative to the non-coherent. For a 2dB
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degradation the coherent demodulator ( %  - 10) cam tolerate 2dB more 
interference tham the non-coherent in the cause of the second filter 
and 2.4 in the case of the first filter. Furthermore, decreasing w# 
increases the resistamce to interference. This difference in 
performamce is due to the better selectivity offered by the coherent 
demodulator aus con$>aured to the non-coherent demodulator amd the 
inqprovement in this selectivity as decreases in the case of the 
first.
5-.7 Effect of Ignition Interference
The nature of ignition interference renders a model of such am 
event difficult to define. However, as was mentioned in Chapter 2, 
ignition interference is chauracterised by bursts of impulsive noise 
vAiich can reach a rate of 300Hz in each burst. The incisive noise 
level cam be up to 30dB higher tham the white noise level at the 
receiver input in scxne cases. The effect of high energy incises is 
to blamk the received signaLI for am interval of time dependent on the 
receiver IF filter impulse response.
In order to congpaure the effect of such events on the demodulator 
performance, measurements of PE versus Eb/No were carried out while 
blanking the input signal by pulses having 0.05msec width and 300Hz 
repetition rate. Both demodulators have shown equal degradation in 
performamce of IdB for values of PE < 10“®. However, when the pulse 
width wau3 increased to 0.2msec (ie. 0.48%) errors occurred at a rate 
approximately equal to the pulse rate regardless of the value of 
Eb/No• This observation agrees with previous experimental tests 
carried out in [12] a^d reported in [^3] on differentially 
demodulated BPSK and non-coherent FSK. These tests led to conclude
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that if a noise impulse of peak value equal to the signal end of 
length greater tham half the data clock period, am error would occur 
regardless of the mode of data modulation. Hence it is possible to 
state that in such am environment other data modulation systems do 
not appear to have am advamtage over MSK.
5.8 Discussion of Results
The performamce of the coherent amd non-coherent demodulators ham 
been meamured in the presence of different tramsmission conditions 
related to typical lamd mobile radio chamnels.
When tested in widebamd non-fauîing conditions, the coherent 
demodulator had approximately 4dB au3vamtage over the non-coherent. 
However, when operated in slow non-selective Rayleigh fading the 
difference between their performamces disaippeaxed as predicted by 
their respective theoretical performamces illustrated in Pig 3.30. 
Furthermore, in these conditions, the non-coherent demodulator ham 
shown, in general, am approximate IdB advamtage over the coherent, 
due to excess errors in the latter occurring during reacquis it ion 
intervals of the reference signals taking place after the signal is 
lost in a deep faide. The reacquisition of the non-coherent 
demodulator is almost instamtameous.
As the fading rate increases, the effect of ramdom FM noise 
becomes more pronounced amd the non-coherent demodulator emerges as 
the one having the superior performance. For - 100 amd fg - 10 the 
coherent demodulator produces 25 times the number of errors produced 
by the non-coherent demodulator. Although the performance of the 
coherent demodulator in random FM noise will improve as Wn is
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increased beyond 100, it is not expected to become superior to that of 
the limiter-discriminator detector. The latter will give the fastest 
possible tracking performamce under such conditions compared to any 
other demodulator, aus cam be concluded from the discussion on its 
detection mechamism given in this chapter. In this came the 
quadrature discriminator (ie. non-coherent) detector produces only
1.7 times the errors produced by the limiter-discriminator.
If adjacent chamnel interference takes place due to tramsmitter 
frequency instad)ility amd/or functioning with non-bamdlimited 
tramsmitters, the coherent demodulator will give better performamce. 
Howver, this auivamtage in performamce is achieved at low values of 
The degradation in the coherent demodulator performamce 
af^roaches that of the non-coherent as %  increames, am cam be seen in 
Pig 5.24. Due to the effect of random PM noise, it is unfavouraü^le to 
operate the coherent demodulation with low vaüLues of w^. 
Consequently, it can be concluded that the use of the coherent 
demodulator as opposed to the non-coherent will not offer improved 
immunity to adjacent chamnel interference in a fading environment.
With regard to co-chamnel amd impulsive interferences, both 
demodulators appeared to suffer am equal, degradation in performance 
in both cases.
In the presence of severe bamd limit ing amd quauflrature delay 
distortion (Bg^g/fb * 0.94, d / %  - 2.4) produced by the tramsmitter 
crystal filter, the coherent demodulator has shown IdB deterioration 
in performance am ccxnpared to 6dB in the came of the non-coherent. 
Howver, by incream ing the filter bamdwidth to 1.5fb (ie. d / %  » 1.5)
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the performance degradation of the non-coherent detector is expected 
to decrease substantially. Furthermore, by a proper design of the 
tramsmitter filter, its time delay distortion cam be considerably 
decreased, thus decream ing the degradation in performance amd 
allowing the use of a smaller filter bamdwidth.
From the above discussion, the superiority of the non-coherent 
demodulator in non-se lect ive Rayleigh faiding is evident. The 
simplicity of the non-coherent demodulator structure also cleaurly 
favours its use in lamd mobile radio applications. While the 
non-coherent demodulation is acccxnplished using a single low power 
consumption chip and am external quauirature coil, the coherent 
demodulator needs a number of digital integrated circuits am well am 
two VCXD and other amalogue circuits Which constitute the reference 
recovery phase locked loops amd the I/Q chamnels correlators 
( analogue ’ multipliers ). Accordingly the power consulat ion, which is 
am important consideration in vehicle mounted terminals, is much less 
in the came of the non-coherent demodulator. Furthermore, the 
non-coherent demodulator cam be used to receive amalogue voice 
signals am well am data signaJLs, in present day chamnels.
An MSK signal modulated by 2.4kbit/sec data cam be detected by
the non-coherent demodulator with a small degradation in performamce,
if the tramsmitted signal is bamd limited by a filter similar to the 
one used during tests, if it ham a bamdwidth greater tham 1.5ft>. In 
this case the transmitted MSK signal occupies a bandwidth of 3.6kHz 
with out-of-band radiation at -70dB or less. This will leave 1.4kHz 
for use as guaird bands in a 5kHz channel. However, the guard bands
cam be extended or alterantively the bit rate increamed if a filter
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having less delay distortion is used.
Extending these figures to the conventional channel bandwidths, 
this represents the tramsmission of 6kbit/sec with 3.5kHz guaord bands 
in 12.51cHz chamnels amd 12kbit/sec with 7kHz guaurd bands in 25kHz 
chamnels. The results of the measurements obtained in this chapter 
cam be equally applied to these bit rates amd chamnel bandwidths. The 
faiding can still be considered non-select ive because the MSK signal 
transmitted bamdwidth at 12kbit/sec (18kHz) is well within the 
coherence bamdwidth (26.5kHz) of urban amd non-urbam lamd mobile 
radio channels.
The practical extension of the modulator, demodulators amd timing 
recovery circuit to work over these bit rates is trivial am wam 
indicated in Chapter 4. The quaidrature discriminator detector used 
for the non-coherent demodulation of the MSK signal is capable, in 
its configuration used during test, of demodulating FM signals having 
typical peaOc ot peak frequency deviation of ±3kHz, ie. it cam 
demodulate MSK signals having a bit rate of up to I2kbit/sec. The 
peak frequency sepauration of the detector cam be further widened by 
using a shunt resistance across the (quadrature coil as indicated in 
the manufacturer’s information sheetfl*].
An investigation of equations (3.40) amd (3.41) reveals that for 
the limiter-discriminator amd the differential detectors, the 
irreducible probability of error due to the presence of randcxn FM 
noise is inversely proportional to the squared value of the bit rate 
( % )  in both cases. Consequently, it can be concluded that the number 
of errors produced by the non-coherent MSK demodulator at a certain
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fading rate fg in the presence of random FM noise will decreame ais the 
bit rate increases at a rate proportional to (1/%)*. Furthermore, 
am the bit rate increames, the ratio between the demodulator 
quadrature coil time delay and the bit interval will decreame amd the 
non-coherent demodulator performamce will further approach that of 
the limiter-discriminator.
For a fixed carrier frequency the worst-came of the irreducable 
error rate will taike place at the highest vehicle speed. Assuming 
this to be 70 mile/hour, the fading rate in the VHF bamd (68-l7«ffitz) 
will be (7.12-18.2HZ). Under these conditions, amsuming that an MSK 
signal is being tramsmitted at a rate of 2.4kbit/sec (ie. 5kHz 
chamnel), the irreducible probaüDility of error of the non-coherent 
demodulator, calculated from Fig 5.14, will be (3 x 10“® - 2 x 10“*) 
respectively. This will be reduced to approximately (4.8 x 10“* - 3.2 
X  10“®) at 6kbit/sec (ie. 12.5kHz chamnel). In the UHF bamd 
(425-470MHZ) the fading rats given a vehicle speed of 70 mile/hour 
will be ( 44.47-49HZ ). The irreducible probability of error will be 
approxiamtely 1.5 x 10"® at 2.4cbit/sec (ie. 5kHz channel), 2.4 x 
10“* at 6kbit/sec (ie. 12.5kHz chamnel) and 6 x 10"® at 12kbit/sec 
(ie. 25kHz chamnel).
The average signal to noise ratio (E^/No)o at the demodulator 
input is unlikely to be higher than 28dB, am this will require 
excessive tramsmitter power. For values of (E]q/No )o < 28dB the 
probability of error due to slow non-selective Rayleigh fading is 
higher than 10"® (Fig 5.13(a),(b)). Therefore, under this condition 
and given the previous estimations of the non-coherent demodulator 
irreducible probability of error due to random FM noise, it cam be
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concluded that the ramdom FM noise represents a lower bound on the 
non-coherent demodulator probability of error performamce in all 
cases of bit rate and chamnel bamdwidths except in the UHF bamd with a 
5kHz chamnel (2.4kbit/sec). However, the non-coherent demodulator 
will almost produce the minimum irreducible probability of error 
compared to amy other demodulator, unless diversity or amother 
technique is used to reduce or eliminate the effect of ramdom FM 
noise, where the benefit will be common to all demodulators. 
Furthermore, the introduction of 5kHz chamnels, when it takes place, 
is likely to stairt at the VHF bamd because it is eamier to achieve the 
required frequency stability at this frequency aa compared to the UHF 
bamd.
On the tramsmitter side the suitability of the polaur loop 
tramsmitter for the linear power amplification of the MSK signal 
without causing amy change in the demodulator's performamce ham been 
practically demonstrated. On the other hamd, if a conventional 
linear power amplifier is to be used, the small envelope fluctuations 
of the MSK signal will relax the linearity requirement of the 
amplifier compared with conventional PSK systems.
Finally, as was mentioned in Chapter 3, the same coherent 
demodulator used for demodulating the MSK signal cam be used with the 
highly spectrally efficent amd constamt envelope partial response, 
TFM Signalais] with a loss in performamce due to the nature of the TFM 
signal of IdB. However, postmodulation filtering of an MSK signal, 
together with a polar loop tramsmitter, cam achieve the same ultimate 
objective of the TFM technique with simpler hardware amd slightly 
narrower spectrum. The postfiltered MSK signal spectrum shows better
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efficiency them the TFM signal as can be seen in Fig 5.9, and the 
polar loop tramsmitter will achieve the same power efficiency aa that 
of a Class C power amplifier. The degradation in MSK performance for 
this severe band limiting is IdB, thus making its performance 
equivalent to that of TFM. The addition of a single analogue IP 
signal processor in the caise of the polar loop transmitter is 
considerably simpler than the amount of digital amd auialogue signal 
processing circuits described in needed to achieve precise
partial response signalling. Furthermore, in the case of TFM 
coherent demodulation is essential to achieve acceptable performance 
even in static (ie. non-fading) conditions. "Riis is not the cause in 
MSK where non-coherent detection cam be employed even when the signal 
is bamdlimited.
Furthermore, because of the relatively ragpid MSK signal spectrum 
fall-off, the tramsmitter filter does not have to have a very sharp 
attenuation at the pamsbamd edge, as is the case with the filter used 
during tests. Hence, it is possible to design a post-modulation 
filter having more graidual out-of-band attenuation characteristics 
amd consequently less delay distortion, which cam ultimately result 
in am MSK signal whose spectrum efficiency approaches that of TFM 
without seriously degrading the non-coherent demodulator performamce.
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APPENDIX 5.1
THE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE SOURCE
The white Gaussian noise was obtained at low frequency by 
operating a Zener diode near the cut-off voltage. This method 
produces white noise over a wide band which is very close to 
Gaus8ian[9]. The noise was later amplified and mixed up with a 
10.6MHz carrier (produced by a crystal oscillator) to produce the 
noise signal at 10.7MHz. A 10.6MHz frequency was used for mixing to 
exclude the possibility of carrier component interfering with the 
10.7MHz MSK signal. The spectrum analyser trace shown below 
represents two overlapped traces. The first shows the filtered MSK 
signal spectrum, amd the second demonstrates the signal plus noise 
spectrums both at the receiver input. The white noise property, 
ie. the flat frequency. spectrum, of the source over the bandwidth of 
Interest is evident from this figure.
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Figure 5.1 Noise Equivalent Bandwidth of a Bandpass 
Filt e r .
 h'
Centre Frequency f^= i^55KHz , Horizontal: 2KHz/Div. 
Vertical: Linear Scale.






Centre Frequency f^ = /i55KHz , Horizontal: 2KHz/Div. 
Vertical :Amplitude-10dB/Div. , Time delay-200nSec/Div.
































































1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 d B
Practical ; • Coherent Demodulator-w^= 10 rad/Sec.
^ Noncoherent Demodulator-B^= 2.33 fy.
Theoretical :■   D E M S K .
-------- Limiter Discriminator & Differential
D e t e c t o r s - C P F S K ( h  = 0 . 5  ) - B ^ =  2 f ^ .
Figure 5.5 Theoretical & Practical Performances of MSK in





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 d B
=10 . 0 , o w ^ = 2 0 . 0  , d u )̂  = 50.0 , # w^ = 100 . 0 r ad /Se c .
Figure 5.6 MSK Coherent Demodulator Performance for
Different Values of Reference Recovery DLL's 
Natural Frequency- .
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Centre Frequency: 10,7MHZ , Horizontal: 300HZ/Div. 
Vertical:Amplitude-0.5dB/Div, ,
Time Delay- 200uSec/Div.
(b ) Detailed Amplitude & Time Delay Characteristics 
Figure 5.7 Transmitter Filter Characteristics,
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(a ) B
^  = 2
(fy = 1.125 Kbit/Sec )
(b) B3dB = 1.5
(f,= 1.5 Kbit/Sec)
(c) B
—  = 0.94
(fb= 2.4 Kbit/Sec)
Figure 5.8 Rand 1i mi ted MSK Waveform
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(b) Filtered MSK 
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(f^= 1.5 Kbit/Sec. )
Hori zontal :0 ,1 mSec/Div 
Vertical :0.5 V/Div.








5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 2 0  21 d B
Coherent : •  Unfiltered Signal , o Filtered Signal. 
Noncoherent; a Unfiltered Signal , a Filtered Signal.
Figure 5.11 Performance of Bandlimited MSK—


































































32 dB24 20208 12 164
(a ) D = 0.15 Hz (E
Practical : Coherent : ■ w^=10, a w^ = 50, a  w^=100 rad./Sec
Noncoherent : □
Theoretical : DEMSK-no Fading.
Li miter Discriminator & Differntial 
Detectors CPFSK(h = 0 .5 )-no Fading.
DEMSK & Differntial Detector-Fading. 
(Z^Limiter Discriminator Detector-Fa ding
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2f.D
Coherent : cu^=100 • , w^ = 50 O  , w^=20 ■ , w^=10 □ 
Noncoherent : ▲
Theoretical :------  Limiter-Discriminator Detector.
      Differential Detector.
Figure 5.1/1 Effect of Random FM Noise on Practical and 












































Centre Frequency :10.7MHz, Horizontal:1KHz/Div.,
Vertical:10dB/Div.




Centre Frequency; 10. 7025MHz ,Horizontal: 2 KHz/Div. , 
Vertical : 20dB/Div.
(a) Inchannel and Adjacent Channel Signals Spectrums
Centre Frequency & Horizontal as in (a) ,Vertical: lOdB/Div
(b) Spectrum at the Receiver Input.
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In/Co
oE^/N^ = l^. 7dB, # E^/N^=12.7dB. ■ E^/N^ = l l . 7dB. □ E^/N^=10 . 7d B.
Figure 5.18(a) Effect of Cochannel Interference on Coherent
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In/Co
oEy/N^ = l6dB, •E^/N^ = 14dB. ■ E^/N^ = 13dB .
Figure 5.18(b) Effect of Cochannel Interference on
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oE^/N^ = 19dB, • E^/N^ = 17dB, ■E^/N^ = l 6dB, DE^/N^ = 15dB .
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Figure 5.19(a) Performance Degradation Due to
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ln/C(
Coherent :bcü^=10 ,Aw^ = 100 rad/Sec. 
Noncoherent : A
Figure 5.19(b) Performance Degradation due to




Iry^d- IS  -1 6  -14  -12 -1 0  - 8 -6 — 4
A E^/N^= 12dB , A E^/N lldB lOdB .
Figure 5.20(a) Effect of Adjacent Channel Interference on
Coherent Demodulator Performance(u^=10)- 





0 d B-1 8  -1 5  -14 -1 2  -1 0  - 8 - 2-6 - 4
In /m
^ , A E^/N^= 15dB , ■ E^/N^= l^dB .
Figure 5.20(b) Effect of Adjacent Channel Interference
on Noncoherent Demodulator Performance- 
First IF Filter Case.
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(a ) First Filter.
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(b ) Second Filter.
Centre Frequency: 155KHz , Horizontal: 2KHz/Div. , 
Vertical : 5dR/Div.




Figure 5.22 Noncoherent Demodulator Eye Pattern 
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Figure 5.23(a) Effect of Adjacent Channel Interference on
Coherent Demodulator Performance(w =10)-n
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15.5dB , a E ĵ /N^= li.SdB , "E^/N^= 12.5dB .
Figure 5.23(b) Effect of Adjacent Channel Interference on
Coherent Demodulator(w^=1 0 0 ) Performance- 
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AE^/N^= 18.5dB . A E^/N^= l6.5dB , ■ E^/N^= 15.5dB .
Figure 5.23(c) Effect of Adjacent Channel Interference on
Noncoherent Demodulator Performance- 
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First IF Filter Case: A Coherent (o^ = 10), ■ Noncoherent.
Second IF Filter Case : 0  Coherent (o^=10), # Coherent (^^=100),
□ Noncoherent.




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
6.1 Conclusions
The superiority of the MSK modulatioin over all other 
conventional naurrow band digital modulation schemes for land mobile 
radio digital transmission applications hats been demonstrated through 
studying their theoretical performances in typical mobile channel 
conditions.
A stable and flexible modulator structure whose output frequency 
spectrum agrees with the theoretical spectrum of the MSK signal has 
been built and tested. By using the polcur loop technique, it hêis been 
shown that the band limited MSK signal can be amplified with a power 
efficiency equivalent to that of a class c amplifier while 
maintaining linearity.
A coherent and a noncoherent MSK demodulator were implemented. 
The coherent demodulator performance shows 0.8dB implementation loss
- 10), which can be described as reasonable giving the 
complicated overall demodulator structure that includes analogue as 
well as digital signal processing circuits.
The reference signals recovery phase locked loops were designed 
with flexibility and stability taken into consideration. They allow 
the coherent demodulator to function over a wide range of data rates 
with simple digital programming of four binary dividers, for each bit
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rate chosen. This flexibility is achieved While maintaining the loop 
stability • offered by the .use of voltage controlled crystal 
oscillators.
The measured performance of the analogue FM gucuSrature 
discriminator detector used for honcoherent demodulation of the MSK 
signal has shown very close agreement with the theoretical 
performance of other types of noncoherent MSK demodulators.
By analysing the extensive measurements carried on both 
demodulators in typical land mobile radio simulated chamnel 
conditions, it was shown that the use of the noncoherent demodulator 
is favoured for this type of application. This is not only due to its 
better performance in fading conditions, especially with respect to 
random FM noise, but also and most importantly because of its very 
simple structure. Furthermore, the noncoherent demodulator can 
double as an analogue FM detector.
The use of the coherent demodulator cannot be justified unless 
partial response or pre-modulation filtered MSK signals are used. 
These will be used only if spectrum efficiency is sought coupled with 
the use of non-linear class C amplifiers for power efficiency. A 
simpler approach to achieve both objectives has been suggested. The 
use of post-modulation .filtering of the MSK signal offers the 
spectrum efficiency, while the use of the polar loop transmitter 
accomplishes linear power amplification with the efficiency of a 
class C power amplifier.
The polar loop transmitter adds an analogue IF signal processing
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circuit to the system, which has no effect on the MSK signal 
properties. However, this is a simple auSdition compared to the 
analogue amd digital circuitry needed in the modulator for precise 
pre-modulation filtering or partial response signalling to eliminate 
the raidiated MSK signal spectrum side-lobes, while maintaining the 
constant envelope signal. Furthermore, if these are used to control 
the MSK signal radiated spectrum instead of postmodulation filtering, 
a coherent demodulation becomes essential for an acceptable error 
rate versus signal to noise ratio performance. Thus leading to a 
complicated demodulator structure. By proper design of the 
post-modulation filter delay characteristics, spectrum efficiency can 
be achieved while still using a noncoherent demodulator.
A clock recovery digital circuit which provides both demodulators 
with the timing signals necessary for data recovery operations amd 
any subsequent decoding process hau3 been analysed amd constructed. 
The local reference clock is generated by a 12MHz crystal oscillator 
and the circuit is con^sed totally of digital components, thus 
offering extremely stable operation. The circuit implementation cam 
be eamily altered to reduce the nummber of TTL digital integrated 
circuits used and replace most of them by CMOS circuits to achieve 
smaller power consumption. The circuit provided the demodulators 
with ideal timing signals when they were tested, at 2.Akbit/sec, in 
both static amd fauSing conditions. The minimum and the maximum 
failing rates tested were 0.15Hz and lOOHz respectively. Furthermore, 
it warn demonstrated that it cam maintain receiver clock timing 
integrity during deep faides of up to 20 second duration, given 
crystal oscillators stability of ±10 parts per million. Longer fades 
can be survived if more stable oscillators are used in the
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transmitter amd the receiver.
A fauit initial clock acquisition circuit wais also implemented amd 
the basics for its operation were given. The same circuit was shown 
to be equally useful to speed reacquisition after a deep fade. 
However, the need for it did not arise for the values of fading rates 
tested.
The recovery circuit cam be programmed to operate over higher bit 
rates than 2.4kbit/sec, which are likely to be used in today's 
chamnel spacing.
6.2 Recommendations for Further Work
Due to signal f aiding, digital modulation systems used in 
land-mobile raidio chamnels exhibit poor error performance. This 
occurs because the error rate increases sharply to 0.5 during deep 
fade intervals. Furthermore, random FM noise will cause an 
irreducible error rate Which represents a lower ceiling, in most 
situations, on the system performance that cannot be reduced by 
increasing the received signal to noise ratio. Therefore, a scheme 
to reduce the effect of these impairments should be investigated.
It is well known that diversity techniques can be used to 
minimise the effect.of both signal level fading amd random FM noise 
and in some techniques to eliminate the latter. One of the sinplest 
of these techniques which effectively reduces both impairment effects 
is space/switching diversity.
When this is used with a single receiver, ie. the switching
232.
action takes place at the diversity branch antenna output, phase and 
amplitude discontinuities will occur at switching instants. The 
amplitude discontinuities will be removed by the receiver limiter 
stages. The phaise discontinuities will have an effect, similar to 
that of the random FM noise on digital modulation systems, ie. will 
cause an Irreducible error rate.
However, because of the single noncoherent MSK receiver 
structure, two (or more, depending on the number of diversity 
branches) independent receivers can be used with the switching taking 
place at the demodulator output, ie. at the baseband. The post­
demodulation switching approach will eliminate the switching 
transient noise. The block diagram of a possible two branch post­
demodulation diversity scheme, for the noncoherent MSK demodulator is 
shown in Fig 6.1.
As can be seen from this figure, the data and clock recovery 
circuits are . common for both demodulators. The fast clock 
acquisition circuit described in Chapter 4 can be used for rapid 
compensation of the delay between the data transition edges of both 
demodulatros Which will appear in the baseband signals mainly due to 
asymmetry in the receiver circuits of the two diversity branches. 
Alternatively, the baseband signal of one of the receivers can be 
delayed with respect to the other to compensate for the difference in 
time delay between them.
The most important part for a successful switching diversity 
reception is the signal level sensor. Which controls the switching 
between the different branches. A digital signal level sensor, based
233.
on the operational principle of the signal state detector described 
in Chapter 4, can be built. When used for this application, each of 
the detector counters will be counting the transition edges of one of 
the diversity receiver's baseband signal. When one of the counters 
reaches the pre-programmed counting limit, the signal level sensor 
will switch the other branch. The optimum settings of the counting 
limit will have to be investigated.
After implementing a diversity scheme, most of the remaining 
errors will be due to ignition interference. A greater degree of 
suppression of one's own vehicle ignition system will be required in 
data tramsmission tham in the case of amalogue tramsmission. The 
residual errors, caused by ignition interference from other nearby 
vehicles, can be overcome either by using am automatic repeat request 
strategy or forward error correction coding. The choice of aui error 
correction code should taüce into account the burst property of errors 
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